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Editorial

By Jacques MaddaluNo, dePuty scIeNtIfIc 

dIrector at cNrs’s INstItute of cheMIstry

Nature is a chemist’s model. It func-
tions essentially at ambient temperature, 
using a single solvent (water), and a hand-
ful of chemical elements—all available in 
great quantities. It recycles everything 
that it produces, circulating massive 
amounts of matter while expending  
relatively little energy. The result of  
4.5 billion years of evolution, nature’s 
subtle, complex processes are a constant 
source of inspiration.

Nonetheless, bio-inspired chemistry 
does more than simply try to imitate the 
living world. In actual fact, if evolution 
has succeeded in balancing the planet’s 
myriad interactions, alternative solutions 
must exist. Combining what biology has 
taught us about living systems with 
knowledge gained from chemistry makes 
it possible to develop everything from 
molecules to processes, thus encouraging 
creativity and innovation.

Drawing from this endless source of 
inspiration could help us find novel 
 solutions to some of today’s most pressing 
challenges, including the environment, 
energy sustainability, or even the econo-
my. Catalysts derived from microalgae, 
self-assembly processes, and smart  
hybrid materials are among these solu-
tions. Indeed, nature’s most exemplary 
contribution to research is in the materi-
als sciences, whether for applications in 
industry or use in the laboratories.

To learn as much as possible from a 
natural system considered as a unified 
whole, multiple approaches are necessary 
from the individual angles of chemistry, 
biology, ecology, physics, and a host of 
other fields. As a pluridisciplinary  
organization, CNRS fully contributes to 
this approach.

Recent progress in biotechnology and 
the emergence of new scientific fields  
like synthetic biology are proof that  
the living laboratory of nature still has 
much to share.
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w� Two international projects 
involving CNRS research teams 
—the Human Brain Project and 
Graphene—have been selected  
as the first FET (Future and 
Emerging Technology) flagship 
projects by the European 
Commission. These projects  
of unprecedented scope and  
scale will be allocated a budget 
of €1 billion each for a duration 
of 10 years.

The Human Brain Project, 
coordinated by the EPFL (École 
Polytechnique Fédérale de 
Lausanne), seeks to improve 

understanding of the human 
brain and reproduce its 
functions  through digital 
modeling. French organizations 
are coordinating three aspects 
of the project: neural network 
theory (Alain Destexhe, CNRS), 
cognitive neurosciences 
(Stanislas Dehaene, Collège de 
France, Inserm, CEA), and ethics 
(Jean-Pierre Changeux, Collège 
de France, Institut Pasteur).

The Graphene project  
aims to develop applications for 
this material with extraordinary 
properties (see p. 14).

cnrs makes the headlines i

Decline in CO2 Storage
W��A French-Spanish team involving CNRS 

researchers1 has uncovered the reasons for the 

rapid decline of atmospheric CO2 accumulation 

in the subpolar North Atlantic Ocean between 

1990 and 2006.2 Using data collected 

over the past 20 years on oceanic 

transport of volume, heat, and CO2 

in subtropical and subpolar regions,  

the scientists were able to attribute 

this decline to the slowdown of the 

meridional overturning circulation 

(MOC). This phenomenon affects  

the storage of anthropogenic CO2 in 

subpolar waters through a reduction 

of its oceanic transport from the 

subtropical region.

01.  Laboratoire de physique des océans (CNRS / Ifremer /
IRD / UBO).

02. F.F. Pérez et al., Nature Geoscience, 2013. Doi: 10.1038/NGE01680.

w� Jean Jouzel, a researcher at 
the LSCE,1 has been awarded 
the 2012 Vetlesen Prize for his 
research on polar ice and climate. 
This prestigious distinction, which 
has been handed out by the 
US-based Vetlesen Foundation 
every four years since 1959, is 
considered to be the equivalent of 
the Nobel Prize for Earth sciences 
and astronomy. As a CEA senior 
researcher, the climatologist  
has been a member of the IPCC 
(Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change) for more than 20 

years and is actively involved in disseminating the results of 
research on global warming. Still based at the LSCE, where he 
formerly served as deputy director, Jouzel has also headed 
the Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, which gathers climate  
and environmental research laboratories in Paris and the 
surrounding region. He is the first French scientist to receive 
the Vetlesen Prize.
01.  Laboratoire des sciences du climat et de l’environnement (CNRS / CEA / UVSQ).

A French First for 
the Vetlesen Prize
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€2 billion 
for Graphene and the Brain 

q From left to 
right: Philippe 
cinquin, 
ludwig leibler, 
and stéphane 
mallat

w� CNRS will present its Medals of Innovation at an official 
ceremony in Paris on June 12, in the presence of France’s 
Minister of Higher Education and Research Geneviève Fioraso. 
These annual awards honor groundbreaking research in 
technology, economics, medicine, and social sciences. 

This year’s laureates include professor and clinician Philippe 
Cinquin, director of the TIMC-IMAG Laboratory1 and co-director 
of the CIC-IT Clinical Investigation Center2 for his pioneering work 
in computer-assisted surgical techniques; physical chemist 
Ludwig Leibler, director of the MMC Laboratory3 and associate 
professor at ESPCI ParisTech for his contribution to polymer 
dynamics and nanostructuring; and Stéphane Mallat, 
mathematician and professor of computer science and signal 
processing at the Ecole Normale Supérieure in Paris, for his 
achievements in harmonic analysis.

01.  Techniques de l’ingénierie médicale et de la complexité – informatique, 
mathématiques et applications de Grenoble (CNRS / Université Joseph Fourier).

02.  Centre d’investigation clinique – innovation technologique, CIT803 (INSERM / DGOS / 
CHU de Grenoble).

03. Matière molle et chimie (CNRS / ESPCI ParisTech).

InnoVAtIon In the sPotlIght
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astrophysics

By eddy delcher

P
lanck was developed by the 
European Space Agency (ESA) to 
observe the cosmic microwave 

background (CMB), or radiation emitted 
by the Big Bang roughly 14 billion years 
ago. To do so, the satellite spent 15 
months measuring the temperature 
fluctuations of the CMB by measuring  
its intensity at nine frequencies. The nine 
maps thus generated were combined to 
remove contamination from objects 
 obstructing the view, such as our own 
galaxy. Planck has delivered the most 
accurate map of the CMB to date, a huge 
step towards understanding the birth 
and evolution of our universe.

Since its launch in 2009, Planck was 
able to perform over one billion mea-
surements—the equivalent of five full-
sky surveys—half of which were ana-
lyzed to provide the first batch of results. 
“Although most of these confirm the 
standard model of cosmology, there are 
a number of exciting surprises. For ex-
ample, we find the universe’s expansion 
rate to be substantially lower than previ-

ously thought,” explains CNRS  
researcher François Bouchet from the 
IAP,1 who co-led the project. The 
proportions of matter that make up  
the universe were also revised. For  
example, dark matter, which is only  
observable via its gravitational  
influence, actually makes up 26.8% of 
the universe, which is about 4% more 
than previously surmised.

“Planck’s unrivalled accuracy has 
also made it possible to compare large- 
and small-scale observations. This is 
similar to comparing heights in low- and 
high-definition images of Earth. The 
former identifies continents from their 
surrounding oceans, while the latter 
pinpoints less extensive structures, like 
Mount Everest. We found that the rela-
tive heights were not quite as expected in 
the standard model. As a result, new 
ingredients may need to be added to our 
description of the cosmic recipe. This is 
going to generate a great deal of excite-
ment in the scientific community, open-
ing the door to new theoretical explora-
tion,” says Bouchet. 

Another important result is the con-
firmation of a key prediction of inflation-
ary models. During inflation, tiny density 
variations, known as primordial fluctua-
tions, occurred and were stretched to 
cosmological scales, seeding the growth 
of structures that make up our universe. 
Inflation then ended and gave way to or-
dinary matter. “We finally found in the 
data an imprint of the end of inflation, 
giving us clues on how to go beyond 
standard physics,” concludes Bouchet.
01.  Institut d’astrophysique de Paris (CNRS / Université 

Pierre et Marie Curie).

contact InFormatIon: 
IaP, Paris. 
 François Bouchet
 >� bouchet@iap.fr

A New Image of the 
Big Bang’s Afterglow
The first round of results from the Planck satellite 
mission are out, changing our vision of the universe.

 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION .
All Planck findings are accessible on ESA’s website: 
> www.esa.int/ESA

01 the anisotropies 
of the cosmic 
microwave 
background (cmB) as 
observed by Planck. 
the map shows 
minute temperature 
fluctuations that 
correspond to 
regions of slightly 
different densities: 
the seeds of all 
future stars and 
galaxies. 02 Planck’s 
high-precision 
cmB map has 
allowed scientists 
to extract the most 
refined values  
of the universe’s 
ingredients to date. 
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BY colette tron

O
n January 12, the southern 
French city of Marseille and 
part of the surrounding 
Provence region officially 

became the 2013 European Capital of 
Culture. Each year, the European 
Commission selects two candidate cities 
on the basis of large-scale cultural proj-
ects aimed at the general public. Sharing 
the honor with the Slovakian town of 
Košice, the Marseille-Provence project 
won for the regional scope of its proposal, 
an original concept that encompasses  
the surrounding Bouches-du-Rhône 
area. The program will reflect the wide  
variety of activities and landscapes of a 
region imbued with a distinctively 
Mediterranean diversity of cultures and 
know-how. More than 800 projects  

target the general public, 60 of which are 
dedicated to science, many of them 
 involving CNRS. 

“Although a late addition to the pro-
posal, scientific culture will be showcased 
in many different ways throughout the 
year,” explains Anne Valat, project man-
ager in charge of scientific cultural events 
for the association Marseille-Provence 
2013 (MP2013). The program includes 
exhibitions, conferences, films, panel 
discussions, audiovisual presentations, 
walking tours, experiments, and even 
work displays combining art and science. 
It covers a broad range of disciplines, 
from space science to ecology, physics, 
neuroscience, and of course the humani-
ties, especially history and archeology. 

AcrOss TiMe And sPAce
Two important exhibitions involving 
CNRS marked the start of the scientific 
festivities in Marseille. “Le trésor des 
Marseillais” (The treasure of Marseille) 
was a 3D reconstruction of a treasury 
dedicated to the goddess Athena and 
built 2500 years ago by the  Massalians  
(the ancient Greek settlers of Marseille) to 
house their most precious valuables. Its 
29 fragments, conserved in Delphi and 
listed as a “national treasure” in Greece, 
were being displayed outside the country 
for the very first time. The exhibition, 
which lasted until mid-April, was headed 
by Michel Florenzano and Livio de Luca 
of the MAP laboratory.1

For another exhibition, “La fabrique 
des possibles” (The factory of possibili-
ties), artist Bettina Samson displays
works based on images  captured by space 
missions, with the backing of the LAM2 
and the collaborative assistance of astro-
physicist Frédéric Zamkotsian. Also from 

the LAM, Michel Marcelin is involved in 
an exhibition entitled “The Colors of the 
Universe.”3 On display in the amazing 
natural  surroundings of Mount Sainte-
Victoire, north of Marseille, the exhibit 
 recreates, through animation, films, and 
interactive tools, the colorful history of 
our universe. 

And BeYOnd
A number of other events are scheduled 
throughout the year. One of the flagship 
projects is “Prôtis,” an archeological ex-
periment to build and sail a replica of a 
Massalian ship. Proposed by Patrice 

General public Marseille-Provence has been named European Capital of Culture for 
2013. CNRS is participating in a series of events designed to highlight a broad range of 
scientific disciplines.

 MAssALiAns.
A term designating 
the ancient people 

of Marseille, 
derived from 

Massalia, the 
ancient Greek name 

for the city.

Marseille 
european capital of culture for 2013

01

02
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01 this 2500-year-old 
warrior’s head was 
one of the precious 
artifacts on display 
at the program’s 
inaugural exhibition, 
“le trésor des 
marseillais.”
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Pomey of the Centre Camille-Jullian,4 it will showcase 2600 
years of maritime heritage, retracing the techniques, skills, and 
know-how of Marseille’s earliest shipbuilders and sailors. 
Another event linked with the city’s  historical legacy is the 
restoration of the Saint Jean fortress. Standing guard over the 
Old Port of Marseille, this monument will become part of the 
future Museum of European and Mediterranean Civilizations 
(MUCEM),5 which will also provide an audiovisual history of 
the site of the fortress from antiquity to present day. 

Other exhibitions are planned on a variety of themes (light 
in Marseille, the universe in Aix-en-Provence, and water in 
Gardanne). For Valat, “our European Cultural Capital program 
will give the general public a clearer picture of scientific ad-
vances and ongoing research in the region.” 

A technical committee in charge of event programming and 

assessment has been set up. Contributors 
to the local scientific culture—including 
public research organizations, NGOs, 
universities, higher-education institu-
tions and the educational sector as a 
whole—have been mobilized. Projects 
have been selected following a call for 
proposals, which drew numerous sub-
missions from CNRS researchers. A 
dozen projects are being co-produced by 
MP2013, CNRS, and other partners.  
In addition, CNRS is hosting its own 
events, such as conferences held once a 
month at its Joseph Aiguier campus in 
Marseille.

A windFALL FOr The regiOn
“Throughout the year, Marseille and 
Provence will be in the spotlight,” notes 
Younis Hermès, CNRS regional repre-
sentative for Provence and Corsica.  
“This event is an incredible opportunity 
to highlight the scope of CNRS  
activities in the region and their relevance 
to society through the prism of art and 
culture.” Indeed, MP2013 should have  
a significant impact both in the short  
and long term. 

Many of the events are likely to gener-
ate considerable interest, like the 
“Transhumance” experiment in June, 
which will draw thousands of people, 
horses, and sheep on a historical trail to 
Marseille. The region hopes to attract 10 
million visitors this year, 20% more than 
the annual average. The economic boost 
will be substantial, not to mention the 
prestige. The city of Lille, in Northern 
France, which was European Capital of 
Culture nine years ago, is still reaping the 
benefits of the experience.
01.   Modèles et simulations pour l’architecture, 

l’urbanisme et le paysage (CNRS / Ministère de la 
culture et de la communication).  

02.  Laboratoire d’astrophysique de Marseille (CNRS / 
Aix-Marseille Université). LAM is part of the Institut 
Pythéas (CNRS / Aix-Marseille Université / IRD).

03.  “Les couleurs de l'Univers” is on exhibit from April 13 
to September 29, at Maison Sainte Victoire, 
Saint-Antonin-sur-Bayon. 

04.  CNRS / Aix-Marseille Université / Ministère de la 
culture et de la communication.  

05.  The museum, designed by the Marseille-based 
architect Rudy Ricciotti, is scheduled to open in 
spring 2013.

contact InformatIon: 
cnrs Dr12, marseille.
Karine Baligand
> contact.com@dr12.cnrs.fr

 OnLine.
Practical information:
> www.mp2013.fr

02 the museum of 
european and 
mediterranean 
civilizations will 
encompass three 
sites, including the 
saint Jean fortress 
(depicted in the 
middle of this artist’s 
rendering).
03 a painting by 
Bettina samson,  
based on 
astrophysics 
research.  
04 a model of the 
ancient ship to be 
reconstructed for 
the “prôtis” project.
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Ptolemaic Figure resurFaces        BY ValerIe Herczeg

w� Although its height does not exceed 96 cm, its imposing 
demeanor and aura of mystery inspire awe and curiosity. 
a remnant of the Ptolemaic period (332-30 Bc), this granodiorite 
fragment of a beautifully-crafted statue was recently uncovered 
at the egyptian archeological site of armant (ancient 
Hermonthis), south of luxor. 

the discovery is part of a joint excavation campaign involving 
cnrs1 and the French Institute of oriental archaeology (IFao) 
in cairo. launched in 2004, the initiative seeks to perform an 
architectural survey of the remains of the temple of monthu, largely 
destroyed between the 4th and 6th centuries aD. led by christophe 
thiers of the cFeetK,1 the project also focuses on the epigraphic 
analysis of the hieroglyphic inscriptions on the walls and 

q�this beautifully-
crafted Ptolemaic 
statue  was 
excavated at the 
armant site (egypt).

From� an� agronomic� perspective,�
�silage�maize�provides�the�best�water�use�
efficiency,�producing�up�to�1.3�grams�of�
carbon� per� liter� of� water� consumed,�
compared� with� 0.65� grams� for� winter�
wheat� and� 0.2� grams� for� sunflower.�
However,� from� an� environmental��
point�of�view,�winter�wheat,�which�has�a�
longer�growing�season�and�whose�grain�
only�is�exported,�captures�more�carbon�
in�the�soil,�sequestering�up�to�1�gram�of�
carbon� per� liter� of� water� consumed.��
By� contrast,� sunflower� and� silage��
maize,�which�both�have�a�shorter�grow-
ing�season,�cause�soil�carbon�impover-
ishment� and� thereby� become� net��
producers�of�greenhouse�gases.�These�
results� could� influence� both� cultural��
and�consumer�practices.

Further�studies�using�the�same�meth-
odology�will�be�conducted�this�summer�
as�part�of�the�EU-sponsored�GHG-Europe�
project.3� In� particular,� researchers� will�
analyze� the� effects� on� carbon,� water,�
greenhouse�gas�budgets,�and�water�use�
efficiency�resulting�from�the�use�of�crops�
like� mustard� and� faba� bean� as� plant��
cover�between�main�plantations.

01.��T.�Tallec,�et�al.�“Crops’�water�use�efficiencies�in�
temperate�climate:�Comparison�of�stand,�ecosystem�
and�agronomical�approaches.”�Agricultural and 
Forest Meteorology,�2013.�168:�69-81.�

02.��Centre�d’études�spatiales�de�la�biosphère�(CNRS�/�
Université�de�Toulouse).

03.��Greenhouse�Gas�Management�in�European�Land�
Use�Systems.

BY séVerIne lemaIre-DuParcq

w� The environmental impact of agri-
cultural practices can be significantly 
reduced by� cutting� both� water� con-
sumption� and� greenhouse� gas��
emissions,� as� highlighted� in� a� recent�
study1�by�the�CESBIO.2�

Launched�in�2005,�the�project�set�out�to�
determine� the� carbon� production� and��
sequestration,�as�well�as�the�water�use�ef-
ficiency�of�three�major�European�crops:�
winter�wheat,�silage�maize,�and�sunflower.�
The�researchers�selected�two�field�plots�in�
southwestern� France� (in� the� Gers� and�
Haute-Garonne�regions)�and�closely�moni-
tored�their�meteorological�and�agronomic�
conditions,�measuring�and�recording�fac-
tors�such�as�CO2�and�water�fluxes,�light�lev-
els,�temperature,�and�soil�water�content.�
Most�importantly,�they�developed�an�in-
novative�way�of�calculating�a�given�field’s�
carbon�budget�(including�net�CO2�flux,�car-
bon�import�and�export�due�to�organic�fer-
tilization�and�harvest)�per�unit�of�water�
consumed�by�evaporation�and/or�transpi-
ration.�This�index�indicates�the�land’s�envi-
ronmental�efficiency�in�terms�of�water�use.

Sustainable Crop Production
Environment

q set up in the middle of a silage maize field, 
the sensors of this flux tower monitor 
meteorological variables in real time.

contact InFormatIon: 
cesBIo, toulouse. 
Tiphaine Tallec 
 > tiphaine.tallec@cesbio.cnes.fr
Eric Ceschia 
> eric.ceschia@cesbio.cnes.fr

Toulouse
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BY clémentIne Wallace

F
ast axonal transport (FAT) is the means by which neu-
rotransmitters and trophic factors—encapsulated in-
side vesicles that need a constant supply of energy to be 

propelled—are carried along neuronal extensions. “Yet there is 
a paradox,” says Frederic Saudou from the Curie Institute.1 
“While vesicles require this permanent energy input to fuel their 
molecular motors, mitochondria, the main energy suppliers for 
cellular functions, are not evenly distributed within neurons. In 
some regions, they are even entirely absent.”

Saudou and his team recently solved this enigma by dem-
onstrating that FAT does not rely on mitochondrial energy.2 
When researchers pharmacologically inhibited mitochondrial 
production in rat neuron cultures, vesicle motility remained 
unaffected. “We therefore turned our attention to the most 
 elementary form of energy production in the cell—glycolysis—
which relies on the first steps of glucose transformation,”  
explains Saudou. “Glucose is indeed the main source of energy 
for the brain.”

The team inhibited the key enzyme involved in glycolysis, 
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), and 

observed that transport was indeed sig-
nificantly reduced. Further experiments 
using immunofluorescence and electron 
microscopy showed that each vesicle 
propelled by FAT carries its own GAPDH 
enzyme at its surface.

“After silencing all GAPDH expres-
sion in neurons, we observed that re-  
attaching active GAPDH onto vesicles 
was sufficient to restore their mobility,” 
says Saudou. “So we looked at the physi-

ological mechanisms by which GAPDH 
is attached to vesicles.”

The team had previously shown that 
huntingtin—the protein that causes 
Huntington’s disease when mutated—
was essential for vesicular transport. 
Could it also be involved in the attach-
ment of GAPDH to vesicles? Using ge-
netic engineering and immunofluores-
cence in vitro, the team showed that 
mutating huntingtin indeed caused 

GAPDH to detach from vesicles. “This led 
to a strong reduction in their motility, 
which again could be offset by artificially 
 re-attaching active GAPDH onto the 
vesicles,” says Saudou.

By revealing the crucial role played  
by huntingtin in FAT, this study 
could  improve understanding of the 
 development of Huntington’s disease— 
a pathology characterized by neuronal 
degeneration. The researchers are 
 exploring this new avenue.
01.�Institut�Curie�(CNRS�/�Inserm).
02.��D.�Zala�et�al.,�“Vesicular�glycolysis�provides�on-board�

energy�for�fast�axonal�transport,”�Cell,�2013.�152(3):�
479-91.

Neurobiology� To�transport�the�vesicles�that�contain�factors�such�as�neurotransmitters�
along�their�axons,�neurons�rely�on�glycolysis.

Unexpected Energy Use�

in�Neurons

contact InFormatIon: 
Institut curie, orsay. 
 Frédéric Saudou
> frederic.saudou@curie.fr

Ptolemaic Figure resurFaces        BY ValerIe Herczeg

furnishings, so as to shed light on the deity worshipped in the sanctuary. 
While the statue’s back pillar bears no epigraph, the researchers 

believe it to be that of a local dignitary from armant or even thebes, 
whose name and position will forever remain a mystery. “not only is the 
sculpture exceptional in terms of style and craftsmanship, but its dating 
would provide valuable information on the site’s history,” says thiers. 
“We can only hope to find the head of this anonymous figure.” and for 
this silent witness of the past to reveal some of his secrets.
 01.  centre Franco-egyptien pour l’étude du temple de Karnak (cFeetK) (cnrs / egypt’s ministry of 

state for antiquities); archéologie des sociétés méditerranéennes (cnrs / université 
montpellier-III / InraP / ministère de la culture et de la communication). 

contact InFormatIon: 
cFeetK, cairo. 
Christophe Thiers 
> christophe.thiers@univ-montp3.fr

qgaPDH (green), 
present all over 
neurons, allow for 
the transport of 
vesicles (red) along 
the axons.
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BY arBy gHarIBIan

w� In the battle against AIDS, an inter-
national team led by Loïc Martin from 
the iBiTec-S laboratory1�has�made�new�
use�of�an�age-old�strategy:�deception.�The�

researchers�relied�on�“miniprotein�engi-
neering”�to�develop�a�small�mimetic�pep-
tide�that�traps�HIV�and�inhibits�its�spread.�
Formulated� into� a� microbicide� gel,� it�
helped�prevent�infection�in�five�out�of�six�
macaques�exposed�to�the�virus.2

For�years,�Martin�and�his�team�have�
been�creating�these�small�peptides�called�
miniCD4s,� which� mimic� the� molecular�
structure�of�the�neural�receptor�CD4.�If�CD4�
is�known�to�bind�with�the�virus�and�give�it�
access� to� target� cells,� miniCD4s,� on� the�
other�hand,�bind�with�it�but�also�trap�it,�
blocking�its�propagation.

� “a� promising� new� miniCD4� is�
M48U1,”�explains�Martin.�“We�attached�
the�binding�site�of�a�large�protein�onto�a�
small�scaffold�protein.�Without�this�min-

iaturization�process,�HIV-miniCD4�bind-
ing�would�provoke�the�same�reaction�as�
HIV-CD4�binding,�that�is�an�autoimmune�
response� compromising� the� immune�
system’s�ability�to�combat�infections.”

The�antiviral�activity�of�M48U1�had�
already�been�demonstrated�at�the�mo-
lecular�level,�so�recent�tests�focused�on�in 
vitro� assays� on� vaginal� and� colorectal�
tissue� from� human� patients.� The� pep-
tide’s�propensity�to�neutralize�HIV�proved�
so�strong�that�researchers�began�testing�
it�on�non-human�primates.

For� the� test,� 12� female� macaques�
were�exposed�to�high�doses�of�HIV.�One�
hour�before�exposure,�all�received�a�vagi-
nal�gel�treatment,�half�with�a�placebo�and�
the�other�half�with�the�gel�formulated�

Microbicide Gel Prevents HIV Infection
Biology
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astrophysics� For�the�first�time,�scientists�were�able�to�measure�the�intensity�of�the�
extragalactic�background�light�that�fills�the�universe�from�UV�to�near�infrared.

Measuring�“Cosmic  Fog”

Big Bang todaymilky Way

First stars of the galaxy solar system

As these streams of high-energy 
gamma-ray photons travel through the 
universe, they meet the low-energy pho-
tons that make up EBL. The fog “absorbs” 
the gamma rays, thus reducing the inten-
sity of the streams: the greater the loss of 
gamma rays, the greater the density of 
EBL. Until now, this absorption rate was 
constrained by comparing levels of 
gamma rays  detected on Earth with theo-
retical models of the make-up of the rays 
when released by their blazar. “We real-
ized, however, that absorption creates 
inflection points in the gamma-ray spec-
trum and that their positions depend on 
the amount of cosmic fog they go 
through,” explains Biteau. These specific 
and unambiguous signatures allowed the 
researchers to “measure the absorption of 
the ‘cosmic fog’ with ground-based 
gamma-ray telescopes for the first time.”

BY tom rIDgWay

S
ince the Big Bang 14 billion years 
ago, the universe has been filling 
with photons. Known as diffuse 

extragalactic background light, or EBL, 
this “fog of photons is made up of all the 
light emitted by stars and galaxies since 
the birth of the universe,” explains 
Jonathan Biteau from the LLR,1 who led 
the study. Unfortunately, the light emitted 
by the Solar System and our own galaxy 
has always made it difficult to evaluate this 
luminous fossil record of the universe. So 
Biteau and his collaborators decided to use 
an indirect method that exploits streams 
of gamma rays emitted by particular 
quasars—blazars—around 2 billion light 
years away.2 This was achieved using the 
High Energy Stereoscopic System (HESS) 
telescopes located in Namibia.

q Hess and Fermi-lat data were used to analyze 
gamma-ray absorption levels at various stages of the 
formation of the universe.

q When treated 
with minicD4 prior 
to HIV exposure,  
5 out of 6 female 
macaques (different 
color lines) were 
protected against 
the infection.
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from�M48U1.�Just�one�of�the�six�macaques�
treated�with�the�M48U1�gel�was�infected,�
compared�to�all�six�for�the�placebo.

“These�results�demonstrate�the�inhibi-
tive�effect�of�M48U1�on�sexual�transmis-
sion�of�HIV,”�adds�Martin.�“Fine�tuning�and�
clinical�development�will�hopefully�help�
develop�new�binding-inhibitory�drugs�as�a�
complement�to�an�effective�vaccine.”

01.���Institut�de�biologie�et�de�technologies�de�Saclay�
(CEa�/�iBiTec-S).

02.���N.�Dereuddre-Bosquet�et�al.,�“MiniCD4�Microbicide�
prevents�HIV�Infection�of�Human�Mucosal�Explants�
and�Vaginal�Transmission�of�SHIV162p3�in�
Cynomolgus�Macaques,”�PLOS Pathogens,�2012.�
8:e1003071.

Microbicide Gel Prevents HIV Infection

Measuring�“Cosmic  Fog”

contact InFormatIon: 
llr, Palaiseau. 
 Jonathan Biteau
> biteau@llr.in2p3.fr

The measurements of this fossil light 
agree with theoretical models of the for-
mation and evolution of galaxies within 
a range of 20-30%. “More delicate adjust-
ments between these models and data 
from high-energy gamma-ray observato-
ries will no doubt hold more surprises,” 
adds Biteau. “In the context of current 
scientific knowledge, this is the first time 
we can predict and indirectly determine 
the entire visible light emitted during 
95% of the universe’s lifespan.”
01.��Laboratoire�Leprince-Ringuet�(CNRS�/�École�

polytechnique).
02.��The�HESS�collaboration,�“Measurement�of�the�

extragalactic�background�light�imprint�on�the�
spectra�of�the�brightest�blazars�observed�with�
HESS,”�A&A,�2013.�550:�a4

Biophysics

BY eDDy DelcHer

w� A new method allowing for a non-
invasive observation of the arrange-
ment of lipid assemblies in�intact�bio-
logical�tissues�has�just�been�published1�by�
French�researchers�at�the�LOB.2

Lipid�assemblies,�or�fats,�form�an�inte-
gral�part�of�the�body,�where�they�play��
important� roles,� notably� in� the� skin�
and� nerves.� “If� skin� surface� cells� are�
bricks,� then� lipid� assemblies� are� the��
mortar� that� surrounds� them� and��
makes� the� skin� an� effective� barrier.��
Lipid�assemblies�also�form�the�insulating�
sheath� around� nerves,”� explains�
Emmanuel� Beaurepaire,� who� led��
the�study.�Disturbances�in�these�assem-
blies’� molecular� order� often� lead� to��
severe�pathologies.�

To� investigate� biological� tissues� at�
the�subcellular�scale,�researchers�often�
use�multiphoton�microscopy,�a�technique�
developed�in�the�1990s,�in�which�laser�il-
lumination� of� fluorescent� markers� in-
serted�in�the�tissue�provides�the�neces-
sary�contrast�to�create�a�3D�map�of�the�
tagged�structures.�But�inserting�markers�
in�patients�or�in�live�tissues�is�not�always�
feasible�or�safe.�“We�have�taken�advan-

tage�of�a�natural�optical�property�of�lipid�
assemblies,� called� polarized� third-har-
monic� generation� (p-THG),� to� develop��
a� new� imaging� method,”� explains�
Beaurepaire.�Indeed,�lipid�assemblies�can�
convert� a� fraction� of� the� laser� light��
into� another� color,� and� the� efficiency��
of�this�process�varies�with�the�polariza-
tion�of�the�laser.�It�is�this�variation�that�
provides� information� on� the� lipids’��
molecular�alignment.�

“Markers� degrade� and� get� diluted�
over�time,�and�can�modify�lipids’�molecu-
lar� order,”� says� Beaurepaire.� “p-THG��
produces�images�at�a�much�higher�resolu-
tion�than�MRI�and�is�therefore�comple-
mentary.� In�addition,� it� is�non-invasive�
and�could�one�day�find�applications�in�
medicine�or�medical�research�for�early�
detection�of�diseases.”�

01.��Maxwell�Zimmerley�et�al.,�“probing�ordered�lipid�
assemblies�with�polarized�third-harmonic�
generation�microscopy,”�Physical Review X,�2013.�
DOI:�10.1103/physRevX.3.011002.

02.��Laboratoire�d'optique�et�biosciences�(CNRS�/�Inserm�
/�École�polytechnique).

3D Mapping of 
Lipid Orientation

contact InFormatIon: 
cea, saclay. 
 Loïc Martin
 > loic.martin@cea.fr

q P-tHg mapping 
of molecular 
orientation in an 
amalgamation of 
multilamellar lipid 
vesicles.  
this virtual optical
section, obtained 
without labeling, 
shows that the 
molecules are 
oriented 
perpendicularly  
at the interfaces.

contact InFormatIon: 
loB, Palaiseau. 
 Emmanuel Beaurepaire
 > emmanuel.beaurepaire@polytechnique.edu
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Gif-sur-Yvette

BY FuI lee luK

w� While domestic honeybees are notorious for 
their sting, far�less�is�known�about�their�bite.�Greek�
and�Cypriot�biologists,�along�with�CNRS�researchers�
from�the�LEGS,1�have�discovered�that�when�bees�bite�
their�victims,�they�transfer�a�nifty�local�anesthetic�
with�amazing�medicinal�potential.2

Doubt�has�long�clouded�the�role�of�the�2-hepta-
none�(2-H)�secreted�by�the�bee’s�mandibular�glands,�
thought�to�alert�nest�mates�to�threats�or�mark�flow-
ers�already�visited.�The�new�study�provides�an�unex-
pected�answer:�given�its�anesthetic�properties,�the�
compound�can�knock�out�hive�intruders�for�up�to�9�
minutes,�enough�time�to�be�pushed�out�of�bee�nests.�

alexandros�papachristoforou�of�the�University�
of�Thessaloniki�and�Gérard�arnold�of�the�LEGS�stum-
bled�on�the�find�while�assessing�the�possible�effect�
of� 2-H� on� wax� moth� larvae.� Fitted� with� motion-
tracking�electrical�probes,�these�common�beehive�
pests�stopped�moving�when�bitten�by�honeybees�or�
injected�with�2-H.�analysis�of�bee�morphology�and�
anatomy�shows�that�bees�control�their�mandibular�
muscles�to�administer�2-H�when�they�bite.�“The�tac-

tic�went�long�undetected,�since�the�bite�is�not�strong�
enough�to�injure�most�enemies,”�notes�arnold,�“but�it�
is�effective�on�threats�that�are�too�small�to�be�stung,�
including�the�parasitic�mite�Varroa destructor.”

Disabling�for�tiny�vermin,�2-H�can�act�as�a�balm�for�
other�organisms,�as�highlighted�when�compared�with�
the�common�anesthetic�lidocaine.�Testing�both�sub-
stances�on�insects�(wax�moth�larvae)�and�mammalian�
tissues�(hamster�ovary�and�rat�sciatic�nerve�samples),�
the�team�showed�that�2-H�works�like�lidocaine,�by�
blocking� sodium� ions� from� flowing� through� cells,�
hence�deactivating�nerve�impulses.�already�patented�
for�pharmaceutical�applications,�2-H—a�natural�prod-
uct�deemed�a�harmless�food�additive—seems�less�
toxic�than�the�synthetic�lidocaine,�markedly�boosting�
its�prospects�for�use�in�human�and�animal�remedies.

01.�Laboratoire�évolution,�génomes,�spéciation�(CNRS).
02.��a.�papachristoforou�et�al.,�“The�bite�of�the�honeybee:�2-heptanone�

secreted�from�honeybee�mandibles�during�a�bite�acts�as�a�local�
anaesthetic�in�insects�and�mammals,”�PLoS ONE,�2012.�7(10):�e47432.

Biology

BY FuI lee luK

w� It took 10 years of research and the 
development of a complex 15-step 
synthesis method for�an�international�
team1�involving�CNRS’s�CEMES2�to�build�
the�world’s�smallest�molecular�motor.3�

Under�two�nanometers�in�diameter,�it�
is� the� smallest-ever� single� molecule�
�capable� of� transforming� energy� into�
step-by-step�reversible�rotational�move-
ment,� using� a� Scanning� Tunneling�
Microscope�(STM)�both�as�an�observation�
tool�and�an�energy�source.�

CEMES�researchers�Christian�Joachim�
and�Gwenaël�Rapenne�call� it� the�“first�
genuine�molecule�motor,�as�its�rotational�
capacity�depends�on�the�molecule�itself�
and�not�on�its�contact�with�a�specific�sur-
face� or� solution.”� Totalling� a� mere� 200�
atoms,�the�cutting-edge�design�compris-
es� three� parts:� a� tripod-like� stator� at-
tached�to�a�gold�surface�that�keeps�the�

First Single-Molecule Motor
motor�stable;�a�five-blade�rotor,�with�one�
blade�shorter�to�show�the�direction�of�ro-
tation;�and�finally�a�ball�bearing�made�up�
of�a�single�ruthenium�atom�linking�the�
static�and�rotational�parts.

The� new� motor� breaks� ground� by��
rotating�clockwise�and�anticlockwise�at�
will.�To�achieve�this,�the�experiment�was�
performed�at�–268.5°C,�a�temperature�at�
which� the� rotor� stops� turning� freely.�
Motion� is� then� prompted� by� electrons�
“tunneling”� from� the� tip� of� the� micro-
scope�through�the�motor.�The�energy�lost�
by�electrons�during�the�process�causes�
vibrations�that�drive�the�rotor’s�move-
ment.�By�aiming�the�STM’s�tip�at�a�given�
blade,�the�scientists�are�able�to�control�
the�rotor’s� direction,�step�by� step.� It� is��
the� first� time� that� rotor� direction� can��
be� controlled� when� using� STM� to��
propel�motors.

The�team’s�next�challenge�is�to�mea-
sure�the�nanomotor’s�motive�power�by�

fitting�it�with�minuscule�solid-state�gears,�
and�to�optimize�this�power�by�modifying�
the� molecule’s� chemical� composition.�
Nanometric�in�size,�this�motor�has�a�great�
future�in�nanorobots�or�nanovehicles—
also�being�developed�by�the�CEMES.�
01.��Université�de�Toulouse�(France),�Ohio�University�(US),�

and�Singapore’s�Institute�of�Materials�Research�and�
Engineering�(Singapore).

02.��Centre�d’élaboration�
de�matériaux�et�
d’études�structurales�
(CNRS).

03.��U.G.E.�perera�et�al.,�
“Controlled�clockwise�
and�anticlockwise�
rotational�switching�
of�a�molecular�motor,”�
Nature 
Nanotechnology,�
2013.�8:�46-51.

Nanotechnology

contact InFormatIon: 
cemes, toulouse. 
Christian Joachim 
 > christian.joachim@cemes.fr

q the blade of the 
molecule motor 
(yellow) rotates on 
its axis in either 
direction, depending 
on where the tip of 
the stm (e) is aimed.

q sem scan of a 
honeybee mandible 
showing the pore (P) 
from which 2-H  
is secreted. contact InFormatIon: 

legs, gif-sur-yvette. 
 Gérard Arnold
 > gerard.arnold@legs.cnrs-gif.fr

The Buzz on Bee Bites

Toulouse
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and more news...

Greenland Paleoclimate Lupus Treatment
w� During the last interglacial 
period—between 130,000 and 
125,000 years ago—the climate of 
northern Greenland was 4 to 8°C 
warmer than today, but the ice 
sheet melt accounted for only 2 of 
the 4-6 meter rise in sea levels 
during that period.1 The remainder 

was probably caused by Antarctic 
ice melt. These results were 
obtained through the drilling and 
analysis of a 2450 meter-long ice 
core by an international team 
involved in the NEEM2 project.  

01.�D.�Dahl-Jensen�et�al.�Nature,�2013.�493:�489-94.
02.�North�Greenland�Eemian�Ice�Drilling.

w� LupuzorTM, a synthetic peptide developed in 
collaboration with Immupharma, caused�regression�of�the�
autoimmune�disease�systemic�lupus�erythematosus�in�62%�of�
patients�treated�in�a�clinical�trial�involving�149�sufferers.1�Should�
these�effects�be�confirmed�in�a�phase-III�trial,�LupuzorTM�could�
soon�be�marketed�as�a�new�treatment�against�this�very�
disabling�disease.
01.�Zimmer�R.�et�al.,�Ann Rheum Dis.,�2012.�doi:�10.1136/annrheumdis-2012-202460.

BY eDDy DelcHer

U
sed to break down crude oil into gasoline or produce 
ammonia for fertilizers, hydrogen plays an important 
role in a number of industries. Because it can be stored, 

it is also regarded as a viable vector for other sources of renew-
able energies, like solar and wind power, which still lack the 
stability required to be fully reliable. Because hydrogen is rarely 
found in its molecular form, it is generally created using a non-
renewable source: natural gas. Yet there is another well-known 
and far greener method of producing hydrogen: electrolysis.

Put simply, when an electric current passes through water 
(H2O), the voltage difference between the two electrodes splits 
the water molecules. Through electron transfer between water 
and the electrodes, hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) molecules 
are formed. The problem with electrolysis 
is that catalysts, made of rare metals such 
as platinum, must be deposited onto the 
electrodes to accelerate the reactions and 
improve the efficiency of the process. The 
cost of such metals is prohibitive, thus 
hampering any long-term development.

However, research teams from CNRS, 
CEA, and Joseph Fourier University1 have 
devised two novel approaches to replace 
these rare metals with widely available 
cobalt-based materials. The first one, in-
spired by biochemical processes through 

which certain organisms use common-
place metals to create hydrogen, relies on 
cobalt molecules immobilized on carbon 
nanotubes to catalyze the reaction.2 
“These molecules react with the water’s 
protons to form a cobalt-hydride com-
pound which mimics platinum’s catalytic 
properties, while being a thousand times 
cheaper,” explains Vincent Artero, who 
has been heading the project since 2002. 

The second approach3 revolves 
around a bi-functional cobalt-based ma-
terial named “Janus,” after the two-
headed Roman god. This compound acts 
as a switchable catalyst, meaning it can 

favor either oxygen or hydrogen produc-
tion depending on the electrode’s poten-
tial by altering its composition during the 
reaction. “We do not yet fully understand 
the process, but its advantages are clear: 
the catalyst is simple to prepare and 
highly stable,” says Artero.

These new materials could be incor-
porated into artificial photosynthesis 
systems to produce “clean” hydrogen 
from water and solar energy. “Using natu-
ral gas is still cheaper though, so indus-
trial electrolysis to produce hydrogen for 
fuelling purposes should not see the light 
of day until 2050,” concludes Artero.
01.��Laboratoire�de�chimie�et�de�biologie�des�métaux�

(CEa�/�CNRS�/�Université�Joseph�Fourier) ;��Institut�de�
recherches�en�technologie�et�sciences�pour�le�
vivant ;�Institut�rayonnement�et�matière�à�Saclay ;�
CEa-Liten ;�and�CEa-Leti��(département�des�
micro-technologies�pour�la�biologie�et�la�santé).�

02.��V.�artero�et�al.,�“Molecular�Engineering�of�a�
Cobalt-based�Electrocatalytic�Nano-Material�for�H2�
Evolution�under�Fully�aqueous�Conditions,”�Nature 
Chemistry,�2013.�5:48-53.

03.��V.�artero�et�al.,�“a�Janus�cobalt-based�catalytic�
material�for�electro-splitting�of�water,”�Nature 
Materials,�2012.�11:�802-7.

Chemistry� Researchers�have�developed�two�cobalt-based�materials�to�replace�
platinum�in�hydrogen�production,�rendering�the�process�a�thousand�times�cheaper.

Greener�
Hydrogen Production

contact InFormatIon: 
lcBm, grenoble. 
 Vincent Artero
> vincent.artero@cea.fr
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q scanning electrochemical micrograph of the  cobalt-based “Janus” 
material showing its oxidative and reductive sides.
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BY XavIer müller

G
raphene consists of a single 
sheet of carbon atoms ar-
ranged in a hexagonal “hon-
eycomb” lattice similar to 

graphite (formed by multiple layers of 
graphene). An excellent electrical and 
thermal conductor, both flexible and 
mechanically resistant, graphene can be 
“doped” to become a semiconductor like 
silicon in electronic circuits. Andre  
Geim and Konstantin Novoselov, who 
first isolated it in 2004, were awarded  
the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics in  
recognition of the potential of this  
extraordinary material. In January  
this year, the European Commission 
made this new field of research one of  
its first Future Emerging Technology 
Flagship projects, funded to the tune  
of one billion euros over the next  
10 years (see box).

Although practical applications are a 
long way away, many researchers have 
already joined the race to develop 
graphene-related technologies. Along 
with Asia and the US, France has been  
at the forefront of this effort ever since 
2005, through its National Research 
Network on Mesoscopic Physics and the 
creation of the Graphene and Nanotubes 
(GNT) International Research Network 
(GDRI), involving 60 research teams in 
France and Europe. Both structures are 
driven by CNRS. 

France is now a leader in graphene 
research, not only regarding synthesis but 
also characterization and applications in 
electronics. Synthesis is all the more im-
portant as the method used by the two 
Nobel laureates cannot produce samples 
in large quantities. For practical purposes, 
they used adhesive tape to strip off layers 
of graphite until only a single sheet of 
graphene remained. “Fortunately, this 

material can be produced using other 
methods, which French research is also 
investigating,” explains Annick Loiseau, 
a researcher at the LEM1 in Paris, and 
director of the GNT Research Network. 
Epitaxial growth on silicon carbide, for 
example, is a very interesting approach 
consisting in heating this artificial min-
eral used as an industrial abrasive. The 
silicon atoms on the surface evaporate, 
leaving behind a sheet of graphene. 
“Chemical vapor decomposition”—or 
CVD—is another promising method 
where a carbonated gas like methane is 
decomposed at the surface of a metal such 
as copper or nickel. The carbon released 
reorganizes itself in graphene sheets. 
Finally, it is also possible to exfoli-
ate graphite using chemical techniques. 
France has many facilities for experimen-
tation and characterization, including  
the synchrotron Soleil or the LNCMI2 in 
Grenoble. French laboratories are putting 

Nanotechnology� Since�its�discovery�in�2004,�graphene�has�generated�tremendous�
interest�for�its�exceptional�electrical�and�mechanical�properties.�This�year,�the�
European�Commission�has�selected�it�as�a�Future�Emerging�Technology�(FET)�Flagship.�
CNRS International Magazine�explores�ongoing�research�in�this�promising�new�field.�

In for the Graphene��Rush!

w� The European Commission (EC) has 
selected graphene as one of the first Future 
Emerging Technology (FET) flagship projects. 
With�a�budget�of�€1�billion,�the�10-year�project�
aims�to�boost�the�EU�economy�by�federating��
the�efforts�of�researchers,�entrepreneurs,��
and�industrialists�across�Europe�to�transform�
graphene�from�a�laboratory�phenomenon��
into�a�wellspring�of�revolutionary�applications.�

Judging�by�the�number�of�scientific�
publications�on�the�subject,�the�EU�is�already�
world�leader�in�graphene�research.�Yet�“Asia�
produces�about�10�times�more�patents�
on�graphene,”�explains�Annick�Loiseau,�1�
project�coordinator�for�France��and�CNRS�

representative�within�the�program.�To�ensure�
that�Europe�gets�a�strong�return�on�investment,�
the�flagship�project�is�designed�to�foster�
collaboration�between�research�and�industry.

The�scheme�involves�74�academic�and�
industrial�partners�from�17�EU�countries.�
Academic�research�institutions�such�as�CNRS�
make�up�nearly�half�of�the�partners�involved.�
France�is�the�largest�contributor�to�the�
graphene�FET,�with�14%�of�the�initial�
budget�spread�across�15�laboratories,�
11�of�which�from�CNRS.�These�laboratories�
cover�disciplines�such�as�materials�science,�
electronics,�nanotechnology,�biology,�
magnetism,�or�ecology,�to�name�but�a�few.�By�

harnessing�the�synergies�created�through��
these�collaborations,�the�flagship�project�
should�generate�many�exciting�new�
applications�for�graphene,�such�as�high-speed�
high-power�electronics,�flexible�displays,�and�
new�composite�materials�for�the�aerospace��
and�medical�fields.�These�and�other�
applications�are�expected�to�have�a�significant�
knock-on�effect�on�industry,�the�economy,��
and�society�as�a�whole.

01.��Laboratoire�d’étude�des�microstructures�(LEM)�(CNRS�/�
Onera).

contact InformatIon: 
lem,  châtillon. 
Annick Loiseau 
  >� annick.loiseau@onera.fr

01 the ideal 
crystalline structure 
of graphene is a 
hexagonal lattice.
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a lot of effort into the fundamental as-
pects of graphene, but also into its unique 
properties, like electronic mobility. A 
hundred times faster and more efficient 
than gallium arsenide—the best semicon-
ductor today—graphene could revolution-
ize fast and high-frequency electronics, 
and even spintronics.
01.��Laboratoire�d’étude�des�microstructures�(CNRS�/�

Onera).�
02.��Laboratoire�national�des�champs�magnétiques�

intenses�(CNRS�/�insa�Toulouse�/�Universités�
Toulouse-iii�and�Grenoble-i).

contact InformatIon: 
lem, chatillon. 
 Annick Loiseau
> annick.loiseau@onera.fr 

In for the Graphene��Rush!

contact InformatIon: 
gt, atlanta (us). 
Edward Conrad 
 >� edward.conrad@physics.gatech.edu

�03 Diagram showing 
nanometric 
graphene ribbons 
growing on the two 
graphene sheets.  
the semiconducting 
graphene (grey) is 
bent over the two 
trenches. various 
orientations of the 
detector  (grey 
"crayons")  provide 
different 
photoemission data 
(boxes, left).

BY Brett KraaBel

w� Encouraged by graphene’s excellent electrical properties,�
researchers�have�spent�over�a�decade�trying�to�find�ways�for�modi-
fying�it�from�its�normal�metallic�state�to�a�semiconducting�one.�
Semiconducting�graphene,�it�was�reasoned,�would�lead�to�high-
speed�high-power�electronics�that�would�dwarf�the�current�capa-
bilities�of�silicon.�This�long�effort�has�finally�paid�off.�A�French-
American�collaboration�between�CNRS’s�synchrotron�Soleil�and�
the�Georgia�institute�of�Technology�(GT)�has�found�that�bending�
graphene�is�an�easy�and�scalable�way�to�make�semiconducting�
�ribbons�for�next-generation�integrated�circuits�(iCs).1�

To�obtain�semiconducting�graphene,�scientists�originally�tried�
to�cut�it�into�thin�ribbons�that�quantum�effects�would�make�semi-
conducting.�Unfortunately,�modern�lithography�techniques�are�
still�unable�to�produce�ribbons�sufficiently�thin�or�with�precise�
enough�edges.�“People�were�concerned�that�they�would�never�get�
semiconducting�graphene,”�recalls�Edward�Conrad,�the�principal�
investigator�from�GT.�Until�he�and�his�CNRS�colleagues�approached�
the�problem�differently.�“Although�you�can’t�make�narrow-enough�
lines,� it’s� easy� to� dig� 2-nm-deep� trenches,”� he� explains.� By�
etching�trenches�in�silicon�carbide�and�growing�graphene�over��
the� trenches,� the� team� hoped� that� the� graphene� coating� the��
2-nm-high�trench�walls�would�be�semiconducting.�

Results�showed�that,�although�not�semiconducting�on�the�
trench�wall,� the�graphene�bending�over�the�top�of� it�acquired��
this�property.�Further�research�provided�an�explanation:�bending��
graphene�causes�localized�strain�and�distorts�the�carbon-carbon�
bond�angles.�These�effects�conspire�to�trap�electrons�in�the�very�
narrow� ribbon-like� region� over� which� the� graphene� bends,��
making�the�material�semiconducting.�Following�this�discovery,��
industrially-produced�graphene�semiconductors�could�well�be��
on�their�way.�

01.��J.�Hicks�et�al.,�“A�wide-bandgap�metal-semiconductor-metal�nanostructure�made�
entirely�from�graphene,”�Nat. Phys.,�2013.�9:�49–54.

Next-Generation 
Semiconductors
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The EU Invests in Graphene BY Brett KraaBel

02 researchers are 
working on new 
techniques to  
extract graphene 
from graphite.
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BY vahé ter mInassIan

F
rom September 5 to November 6, 
2012, some 300 scientists were 
mobilized across 8 regions of 

France, Spain, and Italy, along with three 
research aircraft, two ships, and a host of 
radars, lidars, and balloons. This exten-
sive campaign, part of the Hydrological 
Cycle in the Mediterranean Experiment 
(HyMeX) program coordinated by CNRS 
and the French Met Office Météo-France, 
is expected to last ten years (2010-2020). 
HyMeX has already been funded for four 
years to the tune of €8 million.  

The program was initiated by GAME 
laboratory1 senior scientist Véronique 
Ducrocq and LMD2 senior researcher 
Philippe Drobinski, who coordinate it at the international  
level. This colossal operation brings together nine countries to 
address a crucial issue, that of “deciphering the water cycle in 
the Mediterranean to improve forecasting of hydrometeorologi-
cal hazards such as heavy rainfall, flash floods, strong winds, 
and droughts.”   

Mediterranean 
Storm Chasers

Indeed, a number of highly-localized 
weather events remain poorly understood 
by forecasters.  Known as “Mediterranean 
episodes” or “Cévenol events,” they can 
have dramatic consequences, such as the 
floods that killed 800 people in Algeria in 
2001, or the 1992 Vaison-la-Romaine di-
saster in France, which claimed 47 lives.

The main causes of these phenomena, 
which mostly occur in late summer and 
early winter, are well known. At that time 
of year, when the first cold air arrives 
from the north, the sea is still warm and 
acts as a source of water vapor and energy. 
When marine air flows reach land, they 
are forced to lift above the coastal moun-
tains, triggering thunderstorms. As long 
as masses of humid, unstable air blow in 
from the sea, storms are repeatedly  
generated at the same spot, leading to  
heavy precipitation, up to 500 mm  
(i.e., 500 l per square meter) in just a few 
hours. This can result in a rapid rise in 
river water levels, causing f looding,  
mudslides, and landslides.  

“However, we still lack information 
about the microphysics of the clouds that 

cause these storms, the ice crystals they 
contain, and the atmospheric conditions 
in which they form,” Ducrocq explains. 
And there are numerous other issues.  
How will  Mediterranean events evolve in 
the future? Is it possible to forecast  
precisely when and where these events  
will occur? The researchers hope that  
the HyMeX campaign will provide  
answers to these questions.  And that it will 
enable them to improve and test  
experimental climate and weather models, 
such as Météo-France’s AROME system, 
which should be able to calculate the  
probability of a hazard in France with a 
grid size of 2.5 km. 
01.  Groupe d’étude de l’atmosphère météorologique 

(CNRS / Météo-France).
02.   Laboratoire de météorologie dynamique (CNRS / 

ENS / UPMC / École polytechnique). 

contact InformatIon:
lmD, Palaiseau�.
Philippe Drobinski 
 > philippe.drobinski@lmd.polytechniqu�e.fr

game, tou�lou�se.  
 Véronique Ducrocq
 > veroniqu�e.du�crocq@meteo.fr

Hydrometeorology HyMeX program scientists have launched a campaign to improve 
understanding of the Mediterranean region’s violent and devastating storms.  

01 téthys II, cnrs-
InsU’s coastal 
oceanographic 
research vessel, 
is also taking part 
in the measu�ring 
campaign.  
02 view of a glider, 
an u�nderwater 
measu�ring device. 
03 the instru�mented 
falcon 20 (cnrs-
InsU / météo-france 
/ cnes), ready to 
take off to probe  
the atmosphere. 
04 Interior of the atr 
42 aircraft, loaded 
with instru�ments 
to analyze airborne 
particles.  
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 ONLINE.
Follow the HyMex campaign's daily operations: 
> www.ipsl.fr/Actualites/Evenements/Carnet-de-campagne-HyMeX
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Toward Mass-Produced 
Nano-Components 

contact InformatIon: 
lPn, marcou�ssis. 
Pascale Senellart 
 > pascale.senellart@lpn.cnrs.fr

BY mathIeU groUsson

w� If nanotechnology is to break free 
one day from the confines of funda-
mental research laboratories, it could 
partly be down to Pascale Senellart of the 
LPN.1 in collaboration with the company 
attocube, she has developed a technique 
called “in-situ  lithography.” this process 
allows nano-objects to be inserted with 
great precision into minuscule compo-
nents, which can thus be manufactured 
at a large scale and in a perfectly repro-
ducible manner.  

inserting nano-objects in compo-
nents is a delicate process. Until now,  
obtaining a component was a matter of 
chance since interesting nano-objects 
are scattered randomly over the surface 
of a wafer. With the in-situ lithography 
technique, the problem is solved  
through a two-step process. During the 

first step, the nano-object exhibiting the 
most suitable characteristics is  
identified—through light emission—
among a series of other specimens  
obtained by crystalline growth. the  
nano-component is then designed  
by laser lithography around the nano-
object selected. 

“By the end of 2007, i was convinced 
the new technique would work, even if 
some people thought it was a mad  
idea,” recalls Senellart. A year later, the 
process was demonstrated in the  
laboratory for the assembly of a “quan-

tum dot,” a component used in particular 
in quantum computing research. 

this success led to a partnership  
between CNRS and attocube to develop  
a machine that exploits the process 
 invented at the LPN. “the machine was 
operational in our lab towards the end  
of 2010,” explains Senellart. “Since then, 
we have demonstrated that its possibili-
ties far exceed what we had shown in 
2008. We are the only ones capable 
of etching one hundred or so nano- 
components in one go,” she adds. the de-
vice is now featured in the catalogue  
of attocube, which sees it as the future  
of nanolithography. While its first target 
is the scientific market, there is little 
doubt that this machine will play an im-
portant role in the dissemination of nano-
technology across a host of industries.
01.   Laboratoire de photonique et de nanostructures  

(CNRS).  

attocube

 LIthOgraPhIc.  
 FOrMINg.

Process of 
producing 

nano-objects by 
etching in a resist 

pattern that has 
been previously 

delineated. 
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BY fréDérIc Dessort

w� Spikenet technology develops specialized 
software for identifying shapes in images and 
videos, inspired by the way the human brain func-
tions. its development stems from research at the 
CerCo laboratory.1  “At the end of the 1990s, we deci-
phered the functioning of the neural circuits that 
process visual images in the brain,” explains CerCo 
senior researcher Simon thorpe. “An algorithm was 
then developed to formalize these mechanisms.”  
in 1999, thorpe joined forces with two other  
researchers, Rufin vanRullen and Arnaud Delorme, 
to found Spikenet technology in toulouse. today,  
this innovative and successful SME is finding  
many applications for its products, from facial recog-
nition to intrusion detection (people, objects, etc.)  
on video surveillance footage (also known as  
CCtv: closed-circuit television). 

Yet this was not a foregone conclusion: the com-
pany went through periods of uncertainty, and in-
vested heavily in R&D. the turning point was 2012, 
when “important players like airports and police de-

Spikenet technology

partments started looking at our technology,” says 
Spikenet CEO Hung Do-Duy. For those clients, the 
company has created two intelligent video surveil-
lance systems. One of them, the Odin platform, was 
co-developed with the French interior Ministry. it 
was designed to identify criminals, stolen cars, and 
other subjects in police videos. As part of the  
company’s marketing efforts, Spikenet’s CEO makes 
regular trips to China. “We are about to finalize a 
contract with the police departments of several 
provinces to cover their urban video surveillance 
networks,” he explains. 
01.   Centre de recherche cerveau et cognition (CNRS / 

Université Paul Sabatier).

contact InformatIon: 
cerco, tou�lou�se.
Simon thorpe 
 >  simon.thorpe@cerco.u�ps-tlse.fr

spikenet technology, ramonville-saint-agne. 
 hung Do-Duy
 > hu�ng.dodu�y@spikenet-technology.com
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Sharp-Eyed Software 

q the discovery 
that spawned 
spikenet technology 
has made it possible 
to recognize faces in 
video recordings.

q scanning electron 
microscope 
measu�rement  
of components 
manu�factu�red  
u�sing the in-situ 
lithography 
techniqu�e.  

Toulouse

Ramonville-Saint-Agne

Marcoussis
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Chemistry� From�agribusiness�to�optics�to�medicine,�the�technology�developed�by�
chemist�Gero�Decher�is�finding�a�growing�number�of�applications.�

Gero�Decher,�
Stacking up Success
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BY laure caIlloce

G
ero Decher’s research features 
in the Top 10 of the most cited 
publications in chemistry over 
the past ten years. His article 

“Fuzzy Nanoassemblies: Toward Layered 
Polymeric Multicomposites,”1 published 
in 1997 in Science, has  exceeded the 5000 
citations mark. With good reason: the 
56-year-old German scientist, professor 
at the University of Strasbourg and 
 researcher at CNRS’s Institut Charles 
Sadron (ICS),2 has sparked a small revolu-
tion in materials science: polyelectrolyte 
multilayers. Applied on surfaces, these 
piled-up molecular films (“millefeuilles 
moléculaires”) are capable of conferring 
new properties (catalytic, anticorrosive,  
anti-fouling, fire-retardant, antibacterial, 
and anticoagulating) to the materials 
they cover.

aGainST all oDDS
Decher’s discovery is based on a well-
known principle described in all chem-
istry manuals: since the surface of most 
materials carries electric charges, they 
can bind molecules of opposite charge. 
The multilayer films described by Decher 
are stacks of oppositely-charged layers: 
positive, negative, positive... and so on. 
“Until the early 1990s, people were happy 
to adsorb monolayers and did not see the 
point in going any further,” explains the 
chemist. “Although never demonstrated, 
common sense suggested that any at-
tempt to attach a second layer would 
dissolve the first one during deposition.”  

This did not deter the young researcher, then assistant 
professor at Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, Germany. 
For two years, he optimized the first systems before finally 
achieving his breakthrough. His results were first met with 
skepticism from his peers, who believed them to be exceptions. 
“Yet on repeating the experiments, everyone obtained the same 
results,” recounts the chemist, who always described the 
 experimental procedures in detail, so as to facilitate their 
 reproduction. From there, the technology gave rise to a patent, 
filed with a German industrial consortium. Decher is no 
stranger to industry, since it was at Ciba Geigy AG (now 
Novartis) that he completed his postdoc in 1987. “I am 
 fascinated by fundamental research, but I never lose sight of 
potential applications. This is a way to pay something back for 
the grants that I received,” he adds. 

PoTenTial UnleaSheD
When his contract in Mainz came to  
an end, he set out to find a permanent 
position and eventually settled at Louis 
Pasteur University in Strasbourg, in 
1995. “I was willing to go anywhere, but 
Alsace was particularly attractive. The 
region’s biculturalism and proximity to 
Germany appealed to me and my family. 
My children are now bilingual,” he ex-
plains. It is within this university, at the 
ICS—specialized in macromolecules—
that he set up his team (“Polyelectrolyte 
Multilayers”). His  landmark article was 
published two years later. It covers LbL 
(Layer-by-Layer) deposition and  
describes the full potential of this tech-
nique, which can be used with an un-
precedented choice of components  
such as proteins, DNA, or nanoparticles, 
thus paving the way for applications in 
biology, medicine, and materials science. 
Decher’s discovery makes it possible to 
“biocompatibilize” implants or to  
control the release of medicines by inte-
grating the appropriate active molecules 
into multilayer assemblies. The inclusion 
of living cells should facilitate the devel-
opment of artificial tissues.

With far-reaching consequences, 
these findings triggered the interest of 
the scientific community. Fifteen years 
on, interest continues unabated in a 
subject covered by more than 1000 new 
articles in 2010—and over 300 dedicated 
research teams across the world. The first 
products using the LbL technique ap-
peared in the early 2000s: contact lenses 
with hydrophilic LbL coatings and films 
that prolong the shelf life of fruits and 
vegetables (via the capture of ethylene, 
which accelerates ripening), the latest 
development being windows that reflect 
infrared light. 

BreakinG The SPeeD limiT
In a bid to find further applications, 
Decher also sought to scale up LbL pro-
duction,  especially by improving deposi-
tion speeds. Indeed, since each layer had 
to be dipped in a bath for several min-
utes, a 50-layer coating could take an 
entire day to produce. In 2005, Decher 
published a joint article in which he  
described how spraying can accelerate 
deposition more than a hundred-fold 
compared to dipping. Better still, it  
allows multilayer films to be applied on 
larger surfaces like car bodywork, for 
example, or windows. In 2010, the simul-
taneous spraying of two components 
speeded up the process further. 

Today, Decher and his team continue 
to focus on the fundamental issues of 
multilayer research, whilst exploring  
additional applications: nanofiltration 
membranes, conducting films, optical 
and magnetic devices, or the controlled 
attachment of cells. Multilayer films  
obviously have a bright future. 
01.��G.�Decher�et�al.,�“Fuzzy�Nanoassemblies:�Toward�

Layered�Polymeric�Multicomposites,”�Science,�1997.�
277:�1232-7.�

02.��Institut�Charles�Sadron�(CNRS�/�Université�de�
Strasbourg).�

contact InformatIon: 
Ics, strasbourg. 
 Gero Decher
> decher@ics.u-strasbg.fr

5 keY DaTeS

1956    Born in marburg, germany 

1986   PhD in chemistry, on 
“supramolecular systems,” at 
Johannes gutenberg university 
mainz, germany 

1994   associate professor at louis 
Pasteur university, strasbourg, 
france 

1997   Publication of the article “fuzzy 
nanoassemblies: toward 
layered Polymeric 
multicomposites” in Science

2009   emilia Valori Prize of the french 
academy of sciences

“I am fascinated by 
fundamental research, but  
I never lose sight of  
potential applications.”
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From the flying machines 
dreamed up by Leonardo  
da Vinci after observing birds 
in motion to Velcro—inspired 
by the adhesive properties 
of burdock burrs—countless 
human creations have 
found their origin in nature. 
“Bioinspiration” is ubiquitous, 
influencing fields as diverse  
as robotics, chemistry, physics, 
and computer science.  
CNRS International Magazine 
gives an overview of its 
laboratories’ latest discoveries.
 a report by frédérIc dessort 

and charlIne zeItoun

a new Breed of robots  21 i 
life-Inspired chemistry  23 i 
from Inspiration to application  25 i

roBotIcs, 
chemIstry, 
computer scIence...

nature 
as a 

Model

q the housefly’s 
eyesight inspired the 
design and structure 
of the visual sensors 
for the octave flying 
robot (below).
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a
ngels, a composite swimming 
robot that ripples through 
the water like an eel, should 
soon be making waves in the 

pool of the IRCCYN laboratory.1 
Magnetically attached in a single file, its 
eight propeller-driven 25 cm-long modules 
are able to split up, swim by themselves, and 
communicate to reassemble. 

How is it possible? “The modules 
generate electric fields to probe their sur-
rounding environment and navigate. 
This method, called  electrolocation, is 
used in nature by elephant fish and other 
animals that live in murky waters,” ex-
plains Frédéric Boyer, the IRCCYN ro-
boticist who heads the research project.2 
Angels is funded by the European Union 
and scheduled for completion, with final 
system trials, in September 2013. 

aUtoNoMoUS MaCHINeS
Why does it swim like an eel? “It affords better maneuverability 
for a robot with this kind of elongated shape,” adds Boyer, “and 
the detachable modules make it possible to survey a large area 
relatively quickly. Each module can swim in a confined zone, 
which could have applications in military surveillance, indus-
trial endoscopy—or even medical endoscopy with ultra-minia-
turization.” Electrolocation technology gives the man-made 
creature an exceptional degree of autonomy, even in low- 
visibility situations.

For robotics experts, finding a system that lets machines 
move through space independently—without remote control or 
pre-programmed routes—has been a long-standing dream. 

It offers the possibility of sending robots into unknown or 
humanly inaccessible environments, or assisting the elderly in 
complex daily tasks. “To meet this challenge, most researchers 
tried to mimic human vision, with artificial intelligence pro-

grams to process the images,” Boyer  
explains, “but this model proved too 
ambitious.”

In terms of navigation, emulating 
human vision has indeed led to many 
robots with very complex digital systems 
able to model the geometrical space 
around them in the form of cubes or 
cylinders. Yet today, most are still unable 
to make their way through a maze. 
Meanwhile, a simple ant has no trouble 
navigating with only a few hundred 
thousand neurons, compared to the 
human brain’s one hundred billion. 
Notwithstanding its limited powers of 
perception, a tiny insect can negotiate 
unknown territory better than any  
high-IQ robot ever developed.

a CHaNGe oF taCK
Today’s biorobotics researchers are trying 
a different approach. “We no longer 
consider intelligence to be the sole prod-
uct of a brain structured like a calculator, 
as envisioned by Alan Turing,3” Boyer 
explains. Programming a chess champion 
is not the be-all and end-all. “This type of 
intelligence is far removed from the envi-
ronment, like a brain in a jar that could 
only be attached to our robots,” the re-
searcher emphasizes. “Instead of develop-
ing built-in intelligence, we are now try-
ing to create embodied intelligence, 
which is closely tied to body and mor-

phology, and found in so-called ‘primi-
tive’ animals.” In short, an intelligence 
that is not necessarily highly developed, 
but linked to the body’s sensory interac-
tions with its environment.

This is the case of the Angels robot, 
whose casing is covered with 13 types of 
novel sensors that have been enhanced 
for future applications involving subma-
rine navigation in dark or muddy waters. 
The sensors are capable of generating an 
electric field and detecting any distur-
bance in the vicinity. “The body is both 
the locomotive organ and the sensory 
surface through which it perceives its 
surroundings,” Boyer says. “This makes it 
possible to establish direct links  between 
sensations and actions, without going 
through an abstract representation of the 
entire space, which uses up a lot of 
 computing power.” These high-speed, 
high-quantity links, called sensorimotor 
loops, take the form of algorithms defined 
by computer scientists in close collabora-
tion with neurobiologists. “With this 
sensorimotor approach, the electric field 
interacts with the space around it, 
 triggering immediate, appropriate  
reactions in the robot,” adds Boyer.

eNtoMoLoGICaL INSpIratIoN
Mimicking animals, especially insects, 
offers many other advantages like un-
precedented agility, compactness, and 

a New breed of robots
01

 eLeCtroLoCatIoN. 
The ability to sense 

surroundings by 
capturing the 

reflections of an 
electric field on the 

surface of 
obstacles, preys, 

etc.

�01 diagram of angels, 
the eel-like robot, 
next to its model.  
02 angels’ 
component modules 
were recently 
assembled for a final 
test to be conducted 
in september 2013.
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low energy consumption. No flying machine today, however 
replete with altimeters, radar, and GPS, can rival the acrobatics 
of the common housefly. “Flies have a minimalist ‘automatic 
pilot’ system based mainly on optical flow,” explains Stéphane 
Viollet, head of the biorobotics team at the ISM4 in Marseille. 
Optical flow is the apparent velocity of images as they move 
across the retina. By way of illustration, the trees of a forest seen 
from an altitude of 50 meters seem to go by slowly, but appear 
to flash by at an altitude of only one meter.

It is this phenomenon that tells the housefly how far it is 
from the ground, and from any obstacles as they move across 
the insect’s panoramic retina during flight. A few neurons  
dedicated to the detection of movement are enough to turn it 
into an ace navigator. “A few years ago, we demonstrated that a 
small robot—Octave, a mini-helicopter weighing 100 grams 
and tethered to a pole—could control its altitude automatically, 
with smooth takeoffs and landings, using a simple two-pixel  
eye measuring optical flow,” Viollet reports. The information 

captured by the eye is transmitted to an 
electronic circuit that closely reproduces 
the fly’s movement-detecting neurons.

This efficient automatic pilot system 
has already been patented by CNRS, and 
Viollet’s team is working to improve it as 
part of an EU-funded project called 
Curvace (Curved Artificial Compound 
Eyes). In addition to optical flow, the 
 visual sensor they are developing is in-
spired by the anatomy of the fruit fly’s eye 
and its 600 facets. “We have built the 
world’s first functional  compound eye  
with a flexible curved shape,” says Viollet, 
one of the scientific directors of the proj-
ect. “It is covered with about 600 elemen-
tal eyes, also known as ommatidia, con-
sisting of one pixel and a microlens. Each 
ommatidium has a visual field of a few 
degrees in a direction different from the 
others.” When put together, these elemen-
tal eyes create a visual field of 180°, com-
pared to a few degrees for the previous 
artificial eye. The next step will be to fine-
tune the integrated electronics and algo-
rithms. “This is a huge challenge due to 
Curvace’s small size,” explains the re-
searcher, pointing out that the device 

measures only about a centimeter in di-
ameter, weighs less than a small coin, and 
operates on just a few milliwatts of power.

eVer-Greater aUtoNoMy
Today the ISM is working with French 
car manufacturer PSA Peugeot Citroën. 
The collaboration may soon result in 
optical frontal impact sensors for vehicle 
brake assist systems, as well as hand 
movement detectors that will enable the 
driver to activate various controls with-
out touching them. “But the ultimate goal 
is to build a small autonomous flying 
robot weighing about a hundred grams 
and capable of flying like a housefly or a 
bee, avoiding obstacles and hovering if 
desired,” Viollet says. “In this area, we 
demonstrated a few months ago that our 
robot Oscar can stabilize itself in flight  
by keeping its eye on a target, even when 
its body is subjected to considerable  
turbulence—just like a hummingbird 
feeding from a flower.” In partnership 
with the European space company 
Astrium, the French Aerospace Lab 
(Onera), and the European Space Agency 
(ESA), Viollet’s colleague Franck Ruffier 

Dancing and swinging at Expo 2012, the 
world’s fair held last summer in Yeosu (South 
Korea), Acroban and Sigmaban gave an 
impressive performance. Developed by the 
LaBRI1 and Inria, the two humanoid robots 
showed off their flexibility, with  
arms, hips, and spines constantly changing 
position in response to external 
perturbation. Achieving this degree of 
flexibility to reproduce the elasticity of living 
tissues is one of the new challenges facing 
designers of bioinspired robots. Eventually, 
the machines will be able to absorb impacts 
with no breakage or violent energy transfer, 
which is “essential for safe robot-human 
interaction,” comments Frédéric Boyer of  
the IRCCYN.2 “Another advantage is that 
this flexibility allows movements to be less 
precise without missing the target, because 
elasticity counteracts any minor impacts 
resulting from the imprecision.” This  
saves the robot’s “brain” a huge amount  
of calculations otherwise needed before 
making the slightest movement.

01.  Laboratoire Bordelais de recherche en informatique 
(cnrs / université de Bordeaux-i / université 
Bordeaux-segalen / ipB).

02.  institut de recherche en communications et 
cybernétique de nantes.

03 acroban pushes 
its companion  
on a swing, 
demonstrating the 
flexibility of its arms 
and their capacity to 
absorb impacts.

 CoMpoUNd eye.
combination of a 

number of smaller 
elemental eyes.

tHe VIrtUeS oF FLexIbILIty
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is already imagining applications that 
will make tomorrow’s micro-aircraft 
more autonomous. On the moon, Mars, 
or elsewhere, they will be sent out to 
 explore unknown regions—with no GPS 
to rely on... C. Z.

01.  institut de recherche en communications et 
cybernétique de nantes (cnrs / université de 
nantes / centrale nantes / école des Mines de 
nantes).

02.  irccYn’s partners in the project include epFL, sssa, 
iiBce, subatech, unic, uBo, and udeLar.

03.  Mathematician and pioneer of artificial intelligence 
(1912-1954).

04.  institut des sciences du mouvement (cnrs / 
aix-Marseille université).

04 franck ruffier and 
his mini-helicopter 
octave. tethered to  
a pole, it adapts its 
altitude according  
to the moving speed 
of the stripes on the 
ground.
05 octave’s 
technology is 
inspired by the 
optical flow that 
certain insects use  
to navigate—like 
this bee, whose  
flight is analyzed in  
a corridor lined with 
stripes of different 
widths.
06 this self-cleaning 
window uses the 
hydrophobic 
properties of the 
“lotus effect,”  
which was first 
observed on the 
eponymous plant  
in the 1970s.
07 like lotus leaves, 
this flat surface is 
covered with 
microscopic bumps 
that allow the water 
drops to retain their 
bead-like shape.

t
he French poet paul Valéry wrote, 
“by copying, we invent.” For 
many chemists, who strive to imi-

tate natural processes, these are words to 
live by. “Bioinspired chemistry originated 
and underwent significant development 
in the 1970s,” explains Ludovic Jullien, 
director of the Paris-based PASTEUR 
laboratory.1 “Early research aimed to 
reproduce specific molecular structures 
that have a biological function, like  
photosynthesis or catalysis.” Forty years 
on, substantial progress has led to a wide 
range of applications. Some are still in 
their infancy, like hydrogen production 
or molecular motors, while others  
are close to industrialization, like 
nanomedicines.

a WeLLSprING oF INNoVatIoN
Bioinspiration has had a significant im-
pact on materials chemistry, as research-
ers discovered how certain living organ-
isms combine organic and mineral matter 
to create structures with exceptional 
properties (see p. 25).

The innovations spawned by these 
findings are many, including anti-cancer 
nanoparticles, anti-corrosion coatings, 
and sensors for detecting rare gases. “To 
meet today’s ever more stringent  
economic and ecological requirements, 
materials need to be recyclable,  
biodegradable, highly effective, and  
even intelligent,” notes Clément Sanchez 
of the LCMCP.2  

“In this regard, natural hybrid mate-
rials can be used as models, potential  
resources, and inexhaustible sources of 
inspiration. Materials chemists learn 
from the living world.” Their interest goes 
far beyond linking different types of 
molecules. The ease with which organic 
molecular structures form and disinte-
grate has proved equally inspiring. 
Supramolecular chemistry, a discipline 

Life-inspired
Chemistry
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contact InformatIon:
 Frédéric boyer
 > frederic.boyer@mines-nantes.fr
 Franck ruffier
 > franck.ruffier@univ-amu.fr
 Stéphane Viollet
 > stephane.viollet@univ-amu.fr
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contact InformatIon: 
 Nicolas Giuseppone
 > giuseppone@ics.u-strasbg.fr
 Ludovic Jullien
 > ludovic.jullien@ens.fr
 Clément Sanchez
 > clement.sanchez@upmc.fr

dedicated to these so-called weak mo-
lecular interactions and the phenomenon 
of self-assembly, was pioneered 40 years 
ago by Nobel laureate Jean-Marie Lehn of 
the ISIS3 in Strasbourg. It has led to the 
encapsulation of medications, a bioin-
spired application that reproduces the 
self-assembly of organic cell membranes 
(see box, p. 27).

teCHNICaL CoMpLexIty
Yet mimicking nature is no mean feat—
no surprise for a system whose complex-
ity stems from billions of years of evolu-
tion. New combinations are constantly 
being tested, in a sort of natural game of 
Lego that was only recently observed in 
actual organic molecules. “In 2008 we 
showed that within a complex combina-
tion of molecules, some can recognize 
each other and self-replicate,” reports 
Nicolas Giuseppone, deputy director of 
the CNRS Institut Charles Sadron in 
Strasbourg. “This leads to the prolifera-
tion of the chemical species that repro-
duce themselves most efficiently, to the 

detriment of the others, which can be 
interpreted as a form of molecular 
Darwinism.” This is the subject of the 
emerging field called dynamic combina-
torial chemistry, in which specific  
products are developed by mixing a  
set of molecules, before allowing the 
combinations to induce the natural selec-
tion of the most efficient substance.  
The technique is now being tested by  
the pharmaceutical industry for the  
development of medicines.

a reVoLUtIoN IN proGreSS?
The more they emulate nature, the closer 
chemists are to sparking a revolution by 
reproducing one of the fundamental 
characteristics of living beings: the func-
tioning as an open system, which relies on 
a constant exchange of matter and energy 
with the surrounding environment. 

“Traditionally, chemists work with 
closed systems,” Jullien explains. “They 
mix substances in a beaker, then wait for 
the outcome. This results in a dead system 
that can evolve no further, whereas living 
matter never ceases to produce and con-
sume molecules and energy. The idea of 
creating open systems that have the abil-
ity to evolve and adapt to environmental 
conditions, is an enticing goal.” And a 
distant one: for the moment, this field is 
still in its infancy, and its applications have 
yet to be devised. Nonetheless, by building 
upon the most essential of life’s character-
istics, it could one day become the alpha 
and omega of bioinspiration. F. d.

01.  processus d’activation sélectif par transfert 
d’énergie uni-électronique ou radiatif (cnrs / ens / 
upMc).

02.  Laboratoire chimie de la matière condensée de paris 
(cnrs / upMc / enscp / collège de France).

03.  institut de science et d’ingénierie supramoléculaires 
(cnrs / université de strasbourg).

the 100-nanometer 
fibers of this device 
(09), developed at the 
Institut charles 
sadron (10), are 
formed by the 
self-assembly of 
thousands of 
molecules and grow 
by self-replication.

08 this mIl-101 
molecule was 
inspired by zeolites, 
minerals that have  
a porous skeleton 
structure.

08
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From Inspiration 
to application

w� Counterfeit-proof 
banknotes, cosmetics  
with no toxic pigments, 
television screens…  
the morpho (a), a butterfly 
native to the amazon 
basin, has already inspired 
researchers at the INSp1 
and their industrial 
partners. What makes this 
insect so fascinating is the 
way light interacts with 
the nanometric structures 
(b) on the surface  
of its wings. “With 
our colleagues at the 
University of Namur 
(belgium), we are also 
studying how certain 
animals, like fireflies,  
emit light,” reports Serge 
berthier of the INSp.  
Here again, the first 
applications are already 
being developed, including 
an electroluminescent 
diode that incorporates  
a bioinspired device.

01.  Institut des nanosciences de paris 
(cnrs / upmc).

contact InformatIon:
 Serge berthier
 > serge.berthier@insp.jussieu.fr

“In the field of probability, some algorithms  
are called ‘genetic’ because they are inspired  
by natural selection,” explains Pierre Del Moral  
of the IMB.1 Imagine having to select the best 
route on a map. The various possible solutions 
are represented by different individuals. “Each 
of them has a favorite itinerary and they all 
compare their proposals to evaluate which  
is the best,” the researcher explains. The 
individuals considered most efficient are 
duplicated and can create variants by 
mutation, while the others, deemed 
“unsuitable,” disappear… “This approach  
is based on solution diversity,” explains Del 
Moral, “unlike conventional reinforcement 
approaches, at work in artificial neural 

networks.” In neural network systems, which 
are inspired by biological neurons, the most 
effective solutions are reinforced, but no new 
ones are created. Genetic algorithms, used 
since the 1950s, are  more efficient, although 
researchers have never quite understood why. 
The mathematical model developed by Del 
Moral now provides the answer.2 

01.  institut de mathématiques de Bordeaux (cnrs / 
universités Bordeaux-i and Bordeaux- segalen / ipB / 
inria).

02.  p. del Moral et al., “on the concentration properties 
of interacting particle processes,” Foundations and 
Trends in Machine Learning, 2012. 3: 225-389. 

contact InformatIon:
 pierre del Moral,  pierre.del-moral@inria.fr

darWINIaN aLGorItHMS

Diatoms are minuscule algae with an unusual  
but very interesting characteristic: they are 
protected by a clear exoskeleton. Similar in 
composition to glass, this outer shell—or 
frustule—has a remarkable porous structure. 
Seen through a high-power microscope, it appears 
as a network of small cavities. Magnifying the 
image further reveals another network of smaller 
holes. This hierarchical structure, with pores 
varying in size from one micron down to a few 
nanometers, was taken as a model for  
the development of sensors 
and  catalysts  by 
researchers from the 
LCMCP,1  the CRPP, 2 and 
IRCELYON.3 The main 
advantage of this type of 
bioinspired structure is that 
it improves the devices’ 

reactivity. The total surface of the pores in which 
catalysis or chemical identification takes place is 
enormous: a single gram of these materials can 
cover up to 1000 m2. 

01.  Laboratoire de chimie de la matière condensée de paris 
(cnrs / upMc / enscp / collège de France).

02.  centre de recherche paul pascal (cnrs).
03.  institut de recherche sur la catalyse et l’environnement de 

Lyon (cnrs / ucBL).

contact InformatIon:
 Clément Sanchez,  clement.sanchez@upmc.fr

HoLeS IN HoLeS...

nature is undeniably a treasure-trove of ingenuity. imitating it opens  
a plethora of potential applications. here is a selection.

 CataLySt. 
Substance used to 

accelerate a 
chemical reaction.
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q seen under a microscope and colorized, 
this diatom reveals its complex structure:  
a network of cavities that are in turn 
perforated by other smaller holes.
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w� as an art buff in the making, 
a robot called berenson spent  
a week at the Quai branly 
Museum in paris in april 2012.  
“a visitor would tell berenson 
whether or not he liked the 
statues on display. the robot 
thus learned the person’s 
preferences, especially in terms 
of shapes,” explains philippe 
Gaussier of etIS1 who, with 
anthropologist denis Vidal,2 

co-heads this project.3 “then, 
according to the esthetic 
preference just acquired,  
the robot would smile or frown 
when looking at new statues.”

01.  equipe traitement de l’information et 
système  (cnrs / ucp / ensea).

02.  Institut de recherche pour le 
développement.

03.  the project is funded by partnering 3.0 and 
labex patrima. 

contact InformatIon:
 philippe Gaussier,   gaussier@ensea.fr

Simulating the complexity of nature is a 
key challenge for Jean-François Lutz, from 
Strasbourg’s ICS,1 who is developing 
a technique to control the construction  
of a polymer. “Our goal is to monitor the 
order of the molecules that make it up,  
in the same way as nature does for the 
base sequences of DNA,” the scientist 
explains. When growing polystyrene 
macromolecules, the researchers insert 
specific molecules, called maleimides, 
between the links of the polymer chain. 
These maleimides can carry various 
chemical substituents, and thus different 
types of information. The laboratory has 
developed about 30 of them so far—like 
letters in a molecular alphabet. “For  
the moment, we are able to incorporate 
about 10 of them into each chain,” Lutz 
reports. At this stage, the sequences 
created still have flaws, but the 

possibilities are enormous, in particular 
in the field of data storage. “The 
monomer unit of a polymer could 
represent data bits on the scale of  
the angstrom, which is 10 to 1000 times 
smaller than current nanotechnology.” 
Another variant of this approach is  
the inclusion in these new polymers  
of components with specific properties: 
hydrophobic, hydrophilic, negatively or 
positively charged, etc. This could pave 
the way towards monomolecular 
machines capable of catalyzing certain 
reactions, like virtual enzymes. “But  
we’ll have to be patient,” Lutz cautions, 
“it could be another 10 to 20 years before 
these applications come to fruition.”

01. institut charles sadron (cnrs).

contact InformatIon:
 Jean-François Lutz,  jflutz@unistra.fr

SortING oUt MoLeCULeS

bUtterFLy     aNteNNae to deteCt expLoSIVeS

q the antennae of the mulberry silk 
moth (left) are made up of millimeter-
thin bristles covered with sensilla that 
are directly connected to sensory 

What if muscle tissue could be imitated in  
the finest detail? This is one of the challenges 
taken on a few years ago by researchers from 
Strasbourg’s chemistry institute,1 who have 
been working on the development of devices 
called molecular machines. “In 2000, we 
synthesized a machine that imitates the way 
actin filaments slide past myosin2 filaments 
in muscles,” explains researcher Jean-Pierre 
Sauvage, a pioneer in this field. “The resulting 
system contracts or extends in response  
to chemical reactions.” Today, the laboratory  
is pursuing this avenue by developing a 
technique for assembling a  polymer  based 
on an optimized initial molecular motor. “Such 
systems could eventually be used to develop 

electro-, photo-, or chemo-mechanical devices,” 
he adds. “For the moment though, we are just 
trying to reproduce muscle function—it would 
be premature to talk about ‘bionics’ this early 
in the process.” Machines and motors of 
another type are also on the drawing board, 
based on “mimicking chaperone proteins, 
whose cavities accommodate enzymes that 
have undergone deformation and are  
no longer active,” Sauvage explains.  
“The chaperone protein ‘massages’ the 
enzyme back to its original form. Taking  
this mechanism as a model, we have created  
a molecular compressor that can capture a 
molecule and modify its shape.”

01.  institut de chimie de strasbourg (cnrs / université de 
strasbourg).

02.  actin and myosin are the two main components of 
muscle fibers. Muscular contraction is the result of 
their dynamic interaction.

contact InformatIon:
 Jean-pierre Sauvage, jpsauvage@unistra.fr

MotorS WItH MUSCLe

 poLyMer. 
A macromolecule 

formed through 
the repetition of 

basic units.
q a synthetic 
molecular muscle 
capable of 
contraction and 
extension.
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Further reading

 Hierarchically Structured porous   
Materials: from nanoscience to 
catalysis, separation, optics, energy. 
 Bao-lian su, clément sanchez, Xiao-yu 
yang (eds.) (Weinheim: Wiley-Vch, 
2011).

 Mean field simulation for Monte 
Carlo integration.  
 p. del moral. (Borsa roca: chapman & 
hall / crc press, 2013).

bUtterFLy     aNteNNae to deteCt expLoSIVeS

neurons. the explosives-detecting 
microlever (right), covered with tio2 
nanotubes, operates on the same 
principle.

The antennae of a butterfly 
provided the inspiration for an 
explosives detector developed  
by researchers from the NS3E 
laboratory1 in collaboration 
with the LMSPC2 in Strasbourg. 
Consisting of a silicon microlever 
covered with nearly 500,000 
titanium dioxide nanotubes,  
it can detect concentrations of 
trinitrotoluene (TNT) as low as  
800 ppq (parts per quadrillion),  
the equivalent of 800 TNT molecules 
out of 1 quadrillion molecules of  
air. This represents a tremendous 
improvement over existing systems, 
which can only detect one TNT 
molecule per billion molecules of air. 
Practically, to determine whether 
the ambient air contains traces of 
TNT, the microlever is vibrated: its 
vibration is modified as it absorbs 

molecules of explosives. The 500,000 
nanotubes are aligned vertically  
on the microlever, increasing the 
detection surface a hundred-fold—
and thus the likelihood of capturing 
the target molecules. 
For this detector, the researchers 
drew their inspiration from 
mulberry silk moth antennae,  
which are able to react to only a few 
pheromone molecules. The next 
step will be to adapt the system  
so that it can detect other 
explosives and incorporate it into  
a practical, easy-to-use device.

01.  Laboratoire des nanomatériaux pour les 
systèmes sous sollicitations extrêmes 
(cnrs / isL).

02.  Laboratoire des matériaux, surfaces et 
procédés pour la catalyse (cnrs / 
université de strasbourg).

contact InformatIon:
 denis Spitzer,  denis.spitzer@isl.eu

In the field of new energy 
technologies, the use of hydrogen 
is an appealing solution. But its 
implementation depends on  
the ability to produce hydrogen  
in large quantities. The most 
common process today  
is electrolysis, in other words  
the use of electric current to split 
water molecules. This technique 
requires platinum as a catalyst.  
Is it possible to generate hydrogen 
without this extremely rare and 
costly metal? “As part of the 
photosynthesis process, nature 
uses remarkable catalysts:  
the enzymes called hydrogenases, 
which are produced by many 
organisms,” explains Marc 
Fontecave.1 To produce hydrogen, 
hydrogenases only use metals 
found in abundant quantities,  
like iron and nickel. A few years 
ago, a group of chemists from CNRS 
and the CEA2 took inspiration from 
this natural phenomenon to 
develop a synthetic hydrogen 
catalyst, which they combined 
with carbon nanotubes to increase 
efficiency. Today they are keeping 
up their efforts, improving on the 
original catalyst, and developing  
new electrode materials based on  
the same model but using cobalt.

01.  chimie des processus biologiques 
(cnrs / collège de France).

02.  commissariat à l’énergie atomique 
et aux énergies alternatives.

contact InformatIon:
 Marc Fontecave,  mfontecave@cea.fr

Nature has no equal when it comes to creating 
boundaries. A good illustration of this principle 
is the biological cell, with its flexible yet solid 
wall. In 1965, British researcher Alec Bangham 
simplified the cell wall model and produced 
the first liposomes. Ranging in size from 20 
nanometers to a few microns, these vesicles 
are made up of lipids that self-assemble when immersed in water.  
This principle has now been used to trap useful molecules.  
By intravenous injection, liposome-encapsulated medicinal 
substances can be transported in the bloodstream with minimal 
alteration. Once the liposomes are absorbed by the cells,  
their membrane is destroyed by enzymes and the active substance  
is released. One of the challenges facing researchers today is to 
optimize the targeting of diseased cells. This is the objective 
 pursued by Sylviane Lesieur’s team at the Institut Galien Paris-Sud.1 
“The alignment and movement of certain bacteria is influenced by  
the Earth’s magnetic field,” she explains. “Based on this biological 
function, we have developed magnetoliposomes. Using a magnet,  
the anti-cancer drugs they contain can be concentrated within a 
malignant tumor to treat it more effectively.” At the same laboratory, 
Angelina Angelova is pioneering yet another innovation in partnership 
with the Prague Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry (Czech 
Republic). The nanoparticles she focuses on, known as cubosomes and 
hexagosomes, act as sponges, soaking up and transporting more than 
their own volume of biologically-active molecules. 

01. cnrs / université paris-sud.

contact InformatIon:
 Sylviane Lesieur,  sylviane.lesieur@u-psud.fr

prodUCING HydroGeN LIKe a pLaNt

NeW deLIVery 
SySteMS For 
MedICatIoNS

q the production of hydrogen under 
light irradiation, using a bioinspired 
photocatalyst.

q the structural 
similarity between 
the ccmV virus (left) 
and a cubosome-
type lipid 
nanoparticle (right).

The film  Hydrogen at the wheel 
and an image gallery can be 
viewed online. 

An image gallery 
on liposome structures   

is available online.
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more images on this subject 
can be viewed on the online 
version of the magazine.  
>  www.cnrs.fr/cnrsmagazine
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BY mathIeu grousson

 E
ast of Australia, in the Pacific Ocean, lies 
an archipelago of 83 islands called 
Vanuatu. This island nation grabbed 
headlines in 2004 when the village of Lataw 

in the Torres Islands had to be moved away from the 
shore to avoid rising sea levels. Lataw was flagged as 
one of the first communities in the world forced out 
by climate change. Yet in 2011, French scientists  
revealed that global warming was not the only  
cause for rising waters: the island was also sinking 
due to tectonic motions.1 

Sitting at the boundary between the Pacific and 
Australian tectonic plates, this exceptional geophysi-
cal site is affected by a phenomenon known as locked 

geophysics exposed to rising sea levels, the Vanuatu archipelago often illustrates 
the risks associated with climate change. Its exceptional characteristics also make it 
an ideal laboratory for studying terrestrial dynamics and seismic phenomena.  

subduction. “The Australian plate is creeping under 
the Pacific plate, but submarine seamounts at this 
location partially impede its motion,” explains 
Valérie Ballu, who—together with her colleagues at 

01 the Vanuatu archipelago—a group 
of islands in the Pacific ocean—is exposed  
to a number of geophysical hazards, making 
it a key strategic research site. 

02 a plantation devastated by the sea in 
the torres Islands. although the damage  
was partly due to rising sea levels, it was 
mainly caused by the sinking of the islands.  

03 While in Vanuatu, the IPgP and IrD 
researchers set up a large number of  
seismic stations across the archipelago.  

04 this buried seismometer is part of the 
data acquisition station of the geoscoPe 
global seismic network. the data is transmit-
ted in real time via Internet. the device can 
also be remotely controlled.  

Sinking Feeling       
in Vanuatu
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the IPGP2 and the Research Institute for Development 
(IRD)—first quantified the vertical motion of the 
Torres Islands. Now a member of the LIENSs labora-
tory,3 Ballu pays close attention to this phenomenon 
and its effects. “As recent events in Sumatra and 
Japan have shown, locked subduction can trigger 
massive earthquakes since the energy that builds up 
over the long term is released all at once. And vertical 
motion is an excellent indicator of locking.” 

Yet, given the frequent earthquakes throughout 
the region, measuring such motion is no mean feat. 
On land, thanks to the ever-improving precision of 
GPS measurements, the build-up of stress and its 
associated vertical motion are more frequently de-
tected. Doing this at sea is another matter altogether. 
In Vanuatu, as Ballu explains, “we were lucky enough 

05 this temporary gPs has been set up 
to measure the vertical and horizontal  
motion of the island of efate to the  
nearest millimeter.  

06 this gPs station on the west coast 
of santo provides data that is collected  
every year. It monitors the sinking or rising  
of the archipelago over time.  

07 Vanuatu is located at the exact spot 
where the australian plate descends  
beneath the Pacific plate. 

06 05

04

03
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to be able to install  tide gauges  on two shallow sea-
mounts located on two different plates, directly be-
neath the path of altimetry satellites. This is an ideal 
layout for measuring the relative vertical motion of 
both plates.” More data was collected by a large 
network of permanent GPS and seismic stations set 
up in the archipelago, and by researchers who spent 
months locating earthquakes and recalculating the 
position of around forty  geodetic survey markers  
present in Vanuatu since the mid-1990s. 

“By completing the measurements and analyses 
initiated since 1999 by Stéphane Calmant at the IRD, 
we highlighted a vertical submarine motion of a  
few millimeters per year,4” Ballu explains. A world 
first, since no one had ever managed to observe such 
slight movement in a submarine environment.  
For the scientists, this is evidence that stress is  

building up, heralding a massive earthquake in the 
coming century. 

“We are not questioning the effects of climate 
change,” Ballu concludes. “We are simply trying to 
raise people’s awareness of the different factors that 
can affect an environment.” 
01.  V. Ballu et al., “Comparing the role of absolute sea-level rise and 

vertical tectonic motions in coastal flooding, Torres Islands 
(Vanuatu),” PNAS, 2011. 108(32): 13019-22. 

02.  Institut de physique du globe de paris (CnRS / upmC / université 
paris-Diderot-paris-VII / université de La Réunion). 

03.  Littoral, environnement et sociétés (CnRS / université de La 
Rochelle). 

04.  V. Ballu et al., “using altimetry and seafloor pressure data to 
estimate vertical deformation offshore: Vanuatu case study,” 
Advances in Space Research, 2012. Doi: 10.1016/j.asr.2012.06.009.

a photo gallery on Vanuatu is 
available on the online version 

of the magazine.
>  www.cnrs.fr/cnrsmagazine

 gEOdEtIc surVEY.
 mArkEr.

A marker in the 
ground which is 
used to monitor 

the motion of the 
Earth’s surface 
at this precise 

location.

08 the researchers use tide gauges to 
 monitor sea level change on both sides of  
the boundary between the australian and 
Pacific plates.  

09 gPs buoys placed directly above the tide 
gauges make it possible to determine varia-
tions in sea level. combined with the data 
from the tide gauges, this information is  
used to infer the vertical motion of the 
tectonic plates.  

10 Vanuatu is also exposed to volcanic 
hazards. on tanna Island, the inhabitants 
live under the constant threat of the yasur 
volcano, prone to violent explosions.  

11 the researchers help to inform the 
population about the risks they are facing, 
and play an essential role in devising  
appropriate prevention plans.  

08

09 10

11

contact InformatIon:
littoral, environnement et sociétés, la rochelle.
Valérie Ballu 
 > valerie.ballu@univ-lr.fr
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 tIdE gAugE. 
A device that 

records changes in 
sea level. 
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By CharlINe ZeItouN

I
t is now established that some in-
secticidal seed treatments are a 
threat to bees. Three conclusions by 

the European Food Safety Authority 
(EFSA) confirm this long-held assump-
tion and reveal that the regulatory tests 
for the registration of these products are 
inadequate.  

Known facts
In 1995, French beekeepers reported in-
creasing mortality rates among bee 
populations. They rapidly suspected 
Gaucho, a new insecticidal seed coating 
which spreads through the plant as it 
grows. Alerted by beekeepers, research-
ers from CNRS, the agricultural research 
institute INRA,1 and the food security 
agency AFSSA,2 carried out detection 
measurements. They found residues of 
imidacloprid (the active ingredient in 
Gaucho) in flower pollen, and provided 
evidence that the product was toxic to 
bees, even in minimal amounts. Bayer, 
which manufactures the insecticide, 
challenged this conclusion on the basis of 
ecotoxicological studies. “Just as for 
other chemical substances on the mar-
ket, it is the manufacturers themselves 
who are entrusted with carrying out or 
funding experimental trials,” explains 
Gérard Arnold, from the LEGS.3 Safety 
agencies like the EFSA merely evaluate 
the tests provided. 

In 2003, a scientific and technical 
committee set up by the French Ministry 
of Agriculture, in which Arnold partici-
pated, issued a report on imidacloprid. 
The document stated that a large number 
of published results were not scientifically 
sound, and pointed to the existence of a 
risk to bees. In 2011, the European 

dedicated to producing innovation.” 
Meanwhile, the European Environment 
Agency has just published a weighty re-
port5 on several recent scientific contro-
versies such as Gaucho in France, nano-
technology, and bisphenol A (BPA).  In 
this document, Laura Maxim, a re-
searcher at the ISCC, pinpoints problems 
underlying each of these controversies, 
such as, unsurprisingly, industry  
lobbying, the conf licts of interest  
facing some experts, and above all, the 
evaluation of new technologies using 
outdated methods.  
01. Institut national de la recherche agronomique.
02.  Now called Anses (Agence nationale de sécurité 

sanitaire de l’alimentation, de l’environnement et du 
travail).

03.  Laboratoire évolution, génomes et spéciation   
(CNRS).

04. www.efsa.europa.eu/fr/press/news/130116.htm.
05. www.eea.europa.eu/publications/late-lessons-2. 

Biology Gérard Arnold, who co-signed the first report highlighting the risk of 
some insecticides to bees, analyzes the EFSA’s recent conclusions on the subject.  

Bee-Harming Insecticides 

under Scrutiny 
Commission instructed the EFSA to 
draw up a scientific opinion on the meth-
ods used to assess pesticide risks to bees.

Recent fIndIngs
The working group, in which Arnold was 
also involved, looked at flaws in existing 
experimental procedures. These included 
the fact that sub-lethal risks (bee disori-
entation, for example) had never been 
assessed for approval, and that pesticide 
registration mainly focused on acute 
rather than chronic toxicity, caused by 
small amounts ingested several times. 
“The tests were originally designed for 
insecticides used in spray applications,” 
adds Arnold. “However, they are no lon-
ger suitable for systemic products, present 
throughout the duration of flowering.” 
Therefore, the EFSA reassessed the toxic-
ity of three insecticide molecules (imida-
cloprid, thiomethoxam, and clothiani-
din), and in January 2013 concluded that 
they posed an acute risk to bees.4 

foRtHcomIng cHanges 
In May 2013, the EFSA will publish new 
official risk assessment procedures for 
these active ingredients. “This has been a 
long, arduous process,” says Arnold.  “It 
would be more effective to increase the 
budget allocated to research into the ef-
fects of these substances on health and 
the environment. At present, this budget 
is extremely low in comparison with that 

CoNtaCt INformatIoN: 
leGS, Gif-sur-yvette. 
ISCC, Paris. 
 gérard arnold
 > gerard.arnold@legs.cnrs-gif.fr
>  gerard.arnold@iscc.cnrs.fr

q attaching rfID 
tags to bees has 
enabled researchers 
to demonstrate  
the insect’s loss  
of orientation 
caused by 
insecticide residues 
(shown here,  
an Apis mellifera).  
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 a bee biologist and senior researcher at the 
“laboratoire évolution, génomes et spéciation” 
(leGS), arnold is also deputy scientific 
director at the Institut des Sciences de la 
Communication du CNrS (ISCC).  
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by  ValerIe Herczeg

I
n the foothills of the Magaliesberg mountain range, 
home to the “Cradle of Humankind” world heritage  
site, the Pretoria skyline towers above the old façades of 
bygone colonial times. Standing guard between past and 

future, South Africa’s administrative capital is both a histori-
cal bastion and a witness to the country’s vitality in the  
post-Apartheid era. In keeping with the national policy of 
building a “knowledge-based” economy, a host of academic 
institutions are dotted around the metropolis, earning it the 
label of “IQ City.” 

This quest for knowledge gives pride of place to science. The 
National Research and Development Strategy, launched in 2002 
by the government’s Department of Science and Technology 
(DST), and its Ten-Year Innovation Plan (2008-2018), are paying 
dividends. Designed to bridge the gap between research and 
societal benefits, these initiatives encourage researchers, and 
especially young scientists, to lend their expertise to meeting 
South Africa’s socio-economic challenges.

bRaIN-GaIN StRateGy
Pretoria’s newly-established South 
African Young Academy of Science 
(SAYAS) testifies to this strategy. Its 
high-f ly ing young members—a 
20-strong multidisciplinary team set up 
to inf luence political decisions on  
national and international issues— 
promote scientific excellence and  
exchanges between researchers, both in 
South Africa and abroad.

In line with this policy, the South 
African Research Chairs Initiative 
(SARChi) seeks to strengthen research 
and innovation in public universities 
through the training of a new generation 
of scientists. Besides candidates aged 
under 40, SARChi targets established re-
searchers and those from abroad willing 
to spend at least 50% of their time in South 

Africa. Attractive packages are designed 
to entice foreign minds and coax expatri-
ates to come home. The country thus 
hopes that a “brain gain” will offset the 
“brain drain” that began before Apartheid 
ended in 1994, as a result of the “white 
flight” caused by political turmoil, insecu-
rity, and poor economic performance. 

Today, South Africa is home to around 
40,000 researchers, more than 68% of 
whom are in the public sector, out of a 

population of 50 million. A budget of $2.29 
billion was allocated to R&D in 2008-09, 
and $480 million was earmarked for the 
DST in 2011-12. This reflects the govern-
ment’s will to increase support for public 
research so as to strengthen the country’s 
position as an emerging world-class  
research destination and partner.

Global ReaCH 
The DST set out to nurture scientific co-
operation on the international scene. 
Particular emphasis was placed on 
European collaborations. Involved in 165 
projects under the EU’s Seventh 
Framework Programme (FP7), South 
Africa is the fourth-largest non-EU part-
ner behind the US, Russia, and China—
ahead of India and Brazil. Among the 
countries involved in cooperative 

South Africa The Rainbow Nation banks on scientific 
research to boost its attractiveness, meet economic 
challenges, and bridge the social divide.  

Shaping a 
Bright Future

Johannesburg

Pretoria

Botswana
namiBia

zimBaBwe

mozamBique

swaziland

lesotho
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European projects with South Africa, France ranks second, with 
CNRS participating in 13 of the FP7 projects. 

CNRS also has 11 structured programs in the country, in-
cluding three International Research Networks (GDRI) on 
biodiversity, climate, and the environment. One of them, the 
“Atmospheric Research in Southern Africa and Indian Ocean,” 
involving the LSCE,1 is nearing completion. Targeting the ef-
fects of climate change, the project was carried out jointly with 
the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), 
CNRS’s South African counterpart and its first partner organi-
zation in the country. CNRS is also a stakeholder in the 
International Centre for Education, Marine and Atmospheric 
Sciences over Africa (ICEMASA),2 a program launched 
in 1997 by the French Research Institute for Development 
(IRD). This joint venture between the two countries  
studies ocean-atmosphere exchanges and climate change  
scenarios in the Southern Ocean. Social and political changes, 
on the other hand, led to the creation in 1995 of the Johannesburg-
based French Institute of South Africa (IFAS), involving CNRS 
and the French Research Ministry.

Building on the region’s paleontological riches, the “All Homen” 
International Associated Laboratory (LIA)3 is the first project of its 
kind to focus on the evolution of fossil hominids during the  
Plio-Pleistocene (4.5 to 1 million years BC), at Bolt’s Farm  
(Cradle of Humankind). Launched in 2011, the four-year LIA in-
corporates five Paris-based CNRS researchers and seven from the 
Ditsong National Museum of Natural History in Pretoria.

On the same site, a CNRS International Program for 
Scientific Cooperation (PICS) called INLOO (3D Information 
and eNgineering technologies for analysis of hOmo genus in 
SOuth Africa) brings together scientists from the LIRMM4 and 
the Institute for Human Evolution at Johannesburg’s University 
of the Witwatersrand. Initiated in 2011 for a period of three 

years, INLOO’s goal is to develop algo-
rithms for the 3D evolutive analysis of 
fossil structures.

a NaNoteCH FutuRe
Deeply rooted though it may be in the ori-
gins of humanity, South Africa has its eyes 
set firmly on the 21st century. Its commit-
ment to developing novel technologies 
across a wide spectrum of disciplines bears 
witness to this strategy. So does its empha-
sis on nanotechnology, embodied by the 
creation in 2002 of the South African 
Nanotechnology Initiative, SANi. Aimed 
at promoting research and finding societal 
applications, it focuses on water, energy, 
health, chemical and bio-processing, min-
ing and minerals, and advanced materials.

CNRS contributes to this evolution 
through cooperation with the South-
African National Research Foundation’s 
iThemba LABS for the study of nano-
structured vanadium dioxide (VO2) 
coatings in photonics and optical applica-
tions. With their colleagues at iThemba, 
CNRS researchers are developing smart 
windows for solar heat modulation, or 
Au-VO2 ultrafast nanoplasmonics for use 
in optoelectronics and computation. 
Another team is studying platinum-
based materials for applications in  
jewellery, electronics, and optics.

These projects benefit from the an-
nual  budget of  about $11 million (100 
million rand) earmarked for nanotech-
nology research and SANi-related initia-
tives, which also include two national 
innovation nanocenters and five flagship 
projects covering areas such as carbon 
nanotubes and nanoparticles for medical 
and environmental purposes. 

contact InformatIon: 
IrD and cnrs office, pretoria. 
yves Savidan
  > yves.savidan@ird.fr

In this field as in others, the country is 
pinning its hopes on its youth, with the 
National Nanoscience Postgraduate 
Training and Teaching Platform offering a 
Masters Degree in four of its main  
universities. In this context, the first Africa 
Chair in Nanosciences and Nanotech-
nology, geared towards solar energy and 
water-treatment applications, will be 
launched in May in Pretoria with the sup-
port of UNESCO, the University of South 
Africa, and iThemba LABS.

Building on its commitment to cut-
ting-edge disciplines, the Rainbow 
Nation hopes to shape a bright scientific 
future for itself—and become a beacon 
for research in Africa and the world.
01.  laboratoire des sciences du climat et de 

l’environnement (CNRS / CeA / uVSQ).
02.  International Centre for education, marine and 

Atmospheric Sciences over Africa (IRD / CNRS / 
université de Bretagne Occidentale).

03.  Dynamique de l’évolution humaine: individus, 
populations, espèces (CNRS).

04.  laboratoire d’informatique, de robotique et de 
micro électronique de montpellier (CNRS / 
université montpellier-II).
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50.9  MIllIoN INHabItaNtS 
(2012)

39,955  ReSeaRCHeRS 
(2008-09)1

$2.29   bIllIoN R&D buDGet 
(2008-09)1

$480  MIllIoN alloCateD 
to tHe DSt (2012)2

4th NoN-euRopeaN  
 paRtNeR oF tHe eu'S   

 Fp7 pRoGRaMMe3

33,671 
  publICatIoNS (2008)4

source: 1. hsRC R&d survey Report;  
2. dst; 3. CoRdis; 4. thomson-Reuters

03 researchers from 
the all Homen lIa at 
the university of the 
Witwatersrand 
(Johannesburg) 
study the evolution 
of fossil hominids 
during the plio- 
pleistocene era. 
04 3D reconstruction 
of the archeological 
site where the 
remains of a 3 
million year-old 
australopithecus 
africanus were 
found.

01 mauremys leprosa 
turtles are studied as 
part of a joint french-
south african 
research program.  
02 Downtown 
pretoria.

The film Spotlight 
on San Painting  

is available on the online 
version of the magazine. 

>  www.cnrs.fr/
cnrsmagazine

key FIGuReS
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by mathIeu grousson

A
LMA (Atacama Large Millimeter/
submillimeter Array), the larg-
est telescope ever designed, 

was inaugurated on March 13. Towering 
above 5000 meters in the heart of the 
Chilean Andes, its 57 mobile antennas 
(which will total 66 when completed  
this summer)  are relentlessly scanning 
the sky. Scattered over an area of  
200 km2, with diameters of 7 and 
12 meters, these antennas operate in 
perfect synchronicity.  

The instrument, built by a consor-
tium gathering the 14 countries of the 
European Southern Observatory (ESO), 
along with the US, Canada, Japan, and 
Taiwan, can observe with unparalleled 
precision phenomena such as the birth of 
stars and planetary systems, and the for-
mation of the very earliest galaxies. 
“ALMA is genuinely revolutionary in 
terms of sensitivity and resolution,” ex-
plains Laurent Vigroux, director of the 
IAP.1 Once the antennas are placed in 
their compact configuration, the instru-
ment—whose total area covers 7 km2—
will be nearly ten times more sensitive 
than today’s most powerful radio tele-
scope, the Plateau de Bure Interferometer, 
located in the French Alps. In its extended 
configuration, which calls for antennas 
located some 16 kilometers away, image 
resolution will reach a staggering 0.01 
arcsecond, as compared to 0.3 for the 
Plateau de Bure instrument.  

For astrophysicists, ALMA opens up 
an extraordinary window into the far 
infrared (millimeter and submillimeter 

wavelengths), the part of the electromag-
netic spectrum where the universe’s cold 
phenomena can be observed. This excep-
tional facility will also enable scientists to 
explore the chemistry of the interstellar 
medium, where complex organic mole-
cules are formed, including the precur-

sors of amino acids—the basic building 
blocks of proteins. In addition, the radio 
telescope array will prove invaluable for 
detecting the very earliest galaxies, which 
appeared when the universe was a mere 
billion years old. It will also have the 
unrivaled ability to see through the 
clouds of gas and dust—impenetrable to 
visible light—where stars and planetary 
systems are born.  

Using only 16 of the 57 antennas 
 already set up on the plateau, astrophysi-
cists have already succeeded in drawing 
up the most accurate map ever obtained 
of gas dynamics within a galaxy. 
Specialists have also quantified the gas 
content, age, and rate of star formation 
for some 20 galaxies, observed as they 
were less than a billion years after the Big 
Bang. “The ejection of cold matter from 
ageing stars has also been the object of 
interesting findings,” Vigroux points out. 
“It is still difficult to imagine ALMA’s 
potential for discovery. All we know is 
that it's quite spectacular.” 
01.�Institut�d’astrophysique�de�Paris�(CNRS�/�UPMC).

contact InformatIon:
IaP, Paris. 
 Laurent Vigroux
 > vigroux@iap.fr

FRANCE JOINS THE E-ELT GIANT TELESCOPE  PROJECT

w� At the Council of the European Southern Observatory (ESO) on 
December 4, 2012, France voted to participate in the European Extremely 
Large Telescope (E-ELT) project. “This is a very important step, because  
the project isn't feasible without France,” explains Laurent Vigroux, 
director of the Paris Institute of Astrophysics (IAP). Construction of the 
telescope, which will boast the world’s largest mirror (39 m in diameter)  
is nonetheless still awaiting brazil’s adhesion to the ESO. The answer 
should be known at the organization’s next Council meeting in June. If the 
project is confirmed, the astronomical revolution of the coming decade 
will truly be underway.  

01

Astrophysics� ALMA,�the�world’s�most�powerful�radio�telescope,�will�enable�
astrophysicists�to�undertake�research�hitherto�deemed�impossible.����

Stars in�ALMA’s�Eyes�
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01 alma, once 
complete, will be 
made up of an array 
of 66 mobile 
antennas. 
02 the radio 
telescope has 
already begun 
providing images. 
here a novel spiral 
structure in the 
matter surrounding 
the ancient star  
R Sculptoris.  
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  An Atlas of Trafficking 
in Southeast Asia:  
The Illegal Trade in Arms, Drugs, People, 
Counterfeit Goods and Resources  
By Pierre-arnaud chouvy (editor, author) 

(london: I.B. tauris, 
2013). 
 w� This atlas calls 
upon researchers  
and cartographic 
specialists to�provide�a�
unique�overview�of�the�
main�forms�of�illegal�
trafficking�in�mainland�
Southeast�Asia.�

  Quantum Dots:  
Optics, Electron 
Transport and Future 
Applications 
By alexander tartakovskii 
(editor) (cambridge: 
cambridge university 
Press, 2012). 
 w� Written by leading 
researchers, this�book�
features�a�broad�range�of�techniques�for�making�
quantum�dot�nanostructures�and�controlling�
their�quantum�properties.�

  Membrane Processes in 
biotechnology and Pharmaceutics  
 By catherine charcosset  (oxford: elsevier, 2012). 
 w� A state-of-the-art overview of the classical 
membrane processes �used�in�pharmaceutical 
and�biochemical�engineering,�as�well�as�in�

biotechnology,�including�
ultrafiltration,�membrane�
chromatography,�and�
membrane�bioreactors.��
It�describes the�general�
rules,�recent�
developments,�
applications,�and�
theoretical�descriptions�
for�each�application.

  The Neuroscience of Hallucinations
 By renaud Jardri, arnaud cachia, Pierre 
thomas, Delphine Pins (eds.) 
(new york: springer-Verlag new york Inc., 2012). 
 w� This book describes the most recent 
findings on hallucinatory phenomena—
whether auditory, visual,�olfactory,�gustatory,�
and�somatosensory—from�their�molecular�
origins�to�their�cognitive�
expression.�the�authors�
propose�cognitive,�
neurobiological,�and�
computational�models�of�
hallucinations�and�analyze�
the�latest�neuroimaging�
technologies.�

NEw bOOkS...

japan: biomass conversion i

The French-Japanese International Associated Laboratory (LIA) 
CAT&P4bIO1 was inaugurated in January. It aims to study the 
use of new original heteropoly compounds as catalysts for 
advance biomass conversion. The LIA brings together the Japanese 
Catalysis Research Center in Sapporo (University of Hokkaido),  
the French UCCS2 in Lille and Lavoisier Institute3 in Versailles. 
01.��Innovative�Catalysts�and�Processes�for�Oxidation�Reactions;�Biomass�Conversion.
02.��Unité�de�catalyse�et�chimie�du�solide�(CNRS�/�Ecole�Centrale�de�Lille�/�ENSCL�/�Universités�d’Artois�and�Lille-I).
03.�CNRS�/�UVSQ.

germany: keeping an eye on the earth i

On February 21, 2013, the 
International Associated Laboratory 
(LIA) “CNRS-GFZ plate boundary 
observatory in Chile” was created,�
bringing�together�laboratories�from�both�
CNRS’s�National�Institute�for�Earth�
Sciences�(INSU)1�and�the�German�Research�
Centre�for�Geosciences�(GFZ).2�Both�
institutions�are�involved�in�the�Integrated�
Plate�Boundary�Observatory�project�in�
Chile�(IPOC),�and�have�already�been�
collaborating�for�many�years.�
Recent�geological�catastrophes,�like�
the�earthquakes�in�Chile�(2010)�and�Japan�

(2011),�raise�new�questions�and�call�for�
coordinated�scientific�observation�and�
analysis.�GFZ�and�CNRS�have�therefore�
decided�to�join�forces�by�structuring�their�
informal�collaboration�in�order�to�exploit�
and�enhance�IPOC�data.�the�LIA�will�also�
provide�opportunities�for�student�and�
researcher�exchanges.

01.��Institut�de�physique�du�globe�de�Paris�(CNRS�/�IPGP�/�
UPMC�/�Universités�Paris�diderot�and�de�la�Réunion);�
Laboratoire�de�Géologie�de�l’école�normale�supérieure�
(CNRS�/�ENS)�.

02.��department�of�Geodynamics�and�Geomaterials:�
Lithosphere�dynamics,�and�department�of��
Physics�of�the�Earth:�Seismology�(Helmholtz�
Centre-Postdam�German�Research�Centre�for�
Geosciences).

CNRS Strengthens Ties with 
the Ivory Coast
w� France has given new impetus to its 
scientific cooperation with the Ivory 
Coast. A�delegation�comprising�members�
of�CNRS,�the�IRd,1�and�the�Conference�of�
University� Presidents� (CPU)� visited� the�
African�country� in�February�this�year�to��
determine� new� forms� of� scientific��
and� technical� collaboration�and� lay�the�

foundations�for�future�partnerships.�these�
include� the� potential� contribution� of�
French�research�organizations�to�the�Ivory�
Coast’s� planned� modernization� and��
restructuring�of�its�universities�and�higher-
education�institutions.�

the�CNRS�delegation�also�met�repre-
sentatives� of� the� Abidjan-based� Abodo�
Adjamé�University�to�review�their�ongoing�
joint�International�Program�for�Scientific�
Cooperation�on�the�savannah�ecosystem�
and� envisage� new� research� leads.� this��
collaboration�has�resulted� in� important�
discoveries,� including� the� “savannah�
�paradox,”� characterized� by� high� herba-
ceous�production�on�poor�soils.

01.�Institut�de�recherche�pour�le�développement.

Africa

contact InformatIon: 
africa-middle-east cnrs office, Paris. 
Arnaud Lalo 
 > arnaud.lalo@cnrs-dir.fr

q cnrs, cPu, and IrD representatives surrounding 
Ibrahima cissé,  the Ivory coast’s minister of higher 
education and scientific research.
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  Islands in the Rainforest
 Landscape Management in Pre-Columbian 
Amazonia 
By stéphen rostain (Walnut creek: left coast 
Press Inc., 2012). 
 w� Drawing on ethnology, 
ethnohistory, ecology, 
and geography,�the�
author�describes�the�
way�human�populations�
managed�to�live�in�the�
wetlands�of�Guiana,�and�
compares�this�region�to�
other�wetland�areas��
around�the�world.
 
  Citizens' Reactions to European 
Integration Compared: Overlooking 
Europe  
By sophie Duchesne, elizabeth frazer, florence 
haegel, Virginie Van Ingelgom 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave macmillan, 2013). 
 w� What do citizens say about Europe? Using�

innovative�focus�group�
methods,�the�author�
shows�national�and�social�
differences�and�
demonstrates�that�
euroskepticism�is�a�red�
herring,�thus�both�
complementing�and�
challenging�established�
knowledge�on�European�
attitudes.�

  Nuts and bolts of 
Construction History   
 Vol.1.Construction history, a field of study / 
Knowledge & theorization 
Vol.2. People & organizations / Materials 
Vol.3.Technology 
By robert carvais, andré guillerme, Valérie 
nègre, Joël sakarovitch (eds) (Paris: editions a&J 
Picard, 2012). 
 w� These books highlight ongoing 
international research into the history of 
construction, through�240�independent�
contributions.�It�seeks�to�update�existing�
research�areas�by�taking�into�account�
sustainable�development�and�cohabitation,��
two�movements�that�have�brought�profound�
changes�to�the�discipline.�
the�book�is�organized�
around�three�themes:�
knowledge,�people,��
and�objects.

... NEw bOOkS

RESEARCH NETwORk ON MARkET ECONOMy

w� The Search and Matching (SAM) 
International Research Network 
(GDRI) was signed to existence on 
October, 15, 2012. It brings together 
economists from six European 
institutions 1 working on market 
frictions and matching models. The 
network hopes to facilitate both 

theoretical and applied research  
in areas such as the labor, money, 
or housing market. It will also 
encourage student and researcher 
mobility. 

01.  Pompeu fabra university (spain), aix-marseille and 
maine universities (france), free university of 
amsterdam (the netherlands), university of Bristol 
and london school of economics (uK).

Joint French-Chinese Research 
in Green Chemistry 

w� A “mirror site” of the international 
joint unit (UMI) “Eco-Efficient Products  
and Processes Laboratory” (E2P2L) 
was��created�on�February�26�at�the�UCCS�
laboratory1�in�Lille.�

E2P2L�was�launched�over�a�year�ago�in�
Shanghai�to�promote�Sino-French�research�
into�sustainable�solutions�for�the�environ-
ment,�endangered�by�China’s�spectacular�
economic�growth.�It�is�a�collaboration�be-
tween�CNRS,�the�French�chemical�producer�
Solvay,� East� China� Normal� University�
(ECNU),�and�the�ENS�Lyon.2�

Housed�in�the�Shanghai�Solvay�research�
center,�the�joint�unit�aims�to�design�a�clean,�
eco-friendly�chemistry�of�the�future,�with��
reduced�environmental�impact�and�green-
house�gas�emissions.� In�particular,� it�will�
seek�to�develop�processes�and�materials�
with� low� ecological� impact.� E2P2L� is� ex-
pected�to�work�as�an�open�laboratory�bring-
ing�together�leading�researchers�and�aca-
demics�from�various�fields�and�countries.�

the�new�mirror�site�in�Lille�will�further�
boost�exchanges�between�the�two�coun-
tries� and� provide� training� for� Chinese�
�students� at� the� UCCS.� the� lab� enjoys��
international� recognition� in� biomass��
valorization� and� combines� expertise� in�
solid�chemistry�and�catalysis.�By�collabo-
rating�within�the�UMI�E2P2L,�the�labs�will��
be� able� to� share� technical� facilities,��
funding,� and� knowledge.� they� will� also�
draw� from� Solvay’s� proven� expertise��
in� turning� fundamental� research� into��
industrial�applications.

01.��Unité�de�catalyse�et�chimie�du�solide�(CNRS�/�Ecole�
Centrale�de�Lille�/�ENSCL�/�Universités�d’Artois�and�
Lille-I).

02.�Ecole�Normale�Supérieure�de�Lyon.

China

contact InformatIon: 
uccs, lille. 
Lionel Montagne 
 > lionel.montagne@univ-lille1.fr

q launching the 
new e2P2l mirror 
site at the uccs in 
lille.  left to right: 
lille university 
president Philippe 
rollet, nord-Pas-de 
calais prefect 
Dominique Bur,  
solvay scientific 
director Patrick 
maestro,  regional 
council VP Pierre de 
saintignon,  
cnrs Institute of 
chemistry director 
régis réau.
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by eVa zaDeh 

D
riven by common scientific in-
terests and a long-standing 
collaboration, French and 

Spanish researchers officially joined 
forces in January 2012 and set up  
the WIDE-Lab,1 an International 
Associated Laboratory (LIA) specialized 
in integrated systems. “We wanted to 
create new opportunities for European 
research in this field,” explains 
Dominique Tournier, who initiated the 
project at the Ampère laboratory.2

Strong environmental concerns 
raised by transportation or energy gen-
eration and distribution, have empha-
sized the need for highly-efficient energy 
conversion systems. A requirement that 
entails semi-conductor materials and 
thermal management solutions able to resist extreme condi-
tions, such as high voltage, high power, and high temperature. 
New materials like silicon carbide, gallium nitride, and dia-
mond are suitable replacements to silicon in integrated systems. 
As wide bandgap materials, they can be used at high tempera-
tures and are reasonably energy efficient. 

Highly specialized in this field, the three laboratories in-
volved in the LIA (Ampère in Lyon, LAAS3 in Toulouse, and 
IMB-CNM in Barcelona4), were already working together. 
“Structuring our collaborations was only natural,” comments 
Tournier. Indeed, it followed two decades of informal 
 cooperation that resulted in more than ten PhD theses, over  
20 joint peer-reviewed publications, and two shared patents  
in 2000 and 2012. 

“To be more competitive at the European and international 
level, we needed to speed up the development and manufactur-
ing processes,” explains Tournier. The intention was also to 
increase partnerships with industry including aerospace, rail, 
automobile, or even electricity distribution companies, which 
could benefit from this research. 

In the joint structure, the French team provides cutting-
edge expertise in wide bandgap materials, innovative packaging 
solutions, and advanced silicon integration, while the Spanish 
scientists are at the forefront in power device efficiency improve-
ments, and have access to up-to-date production facilities.

One year on, the LIA has already 
made its mark. Researchers have worked 
on the design  and production of a power-
ful high-voltage diode and have devel-
oped new integrated circuits. Through 
this collaboration, the researchers now 
control the entire design, manufacturing, 
characterization, and implementation of 
system components for high-voltage and 
high-temperature conditions.  

Besides making technological head-
way, the WIDE-Lab also has an academic 
mission. Its structure should help scien-

tists share their methods, equipment, and 
knowledge to train students and encour-
age mobility between labs. In 2012, four 
joint papers were published in peer-re-
viewed journals and several PhD theses 
are currently under joint supervision.

During their last meeting in 
November 2013 in Barcelona, more than 
20 scientists involved in the WIDE-Lab 
discussed their research activities and 
scientific policy over the coming years. 
Their primary objective is to attract a 
significant number of industrial partners 
within three years.
01.��Wide�Band�Gap�technologies�for�Integration�of�

Energy�Efficient�devices.
02.��CNRS�/�Ecole�centrale�de�Lyon�/�INSA�Lyon�/�

Université�Lyon-I.
03.��Laboratoire�d'analyse�et�d'architecture�des�

systèmes�(CNRS).
04.��Instituto�de�Microelectrónica�de�Barcelona-Centro�

Nacional�de�Microelectrónica.

Engineering� the�Franco-Spanish�LIA�WIdE-Lab,�which�has�just�celebrated�its�first�
anniversary,�provides�a�unique�opportunity�to�meet�pressing�industrial�needs.

Pooling�Resources�
in Microelectronics

contact InformatIon:
laboratoire ampère, lyon. 
 Dominique Tournier
 > dominique.tournier@insa-lyon.fr

01

02

01 a  step in the 
fabrication of an 
integrated power 
module which could 
be used in next-
generation aircraft 
equipment  and 
photovoltaic 
applications. 
02  this diode,  made 
on a 3X3 mm 
synthetic diamond, 
can operate at very 
high voltage.

10.000 µm
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�Founded in 1939 by governmental 
decree, CNRS is the largest 
fundamental research organization 
in Europe. 

CNRS�is�involved�in�all�scientific�
fields�through�ten�specialized�institutes�
dedicated�to:�
q�Life�sciences
q�Physics
q�Nuclear�and�Particle�Physics
q�Chemistry�
q�Mathematics�
q�Information�technologies
q�Earth�sciences�and�Astronomy
q�Humanities�and�Social�sciences
q��Environmental�sciences�and�

Sustainable�development
q�Engineering

CNRS�research�units�are�either�fully�funded��
and�managed�by�CNRS,�or�run�in�partnership�with�
universities,�other�research�organizations,�or�
industry.�They�are�spread�across�France,�and�employ�
a�large�number�of�permanent�researchers,�
engineers,�technicians,�and�administrative�staff.�

The�CNRS�annual�budget�represents�one-
quarter�of�French�public�spending�on�civilian�
research.�This�budget�is�co-funded�by�the�public�
sector�and�by�CNRS,�whose�revenue�streams�include�
EU�research�contracts�and�royalties�on�patents,�
licenses,�and�services�provided.�CNRS’s 2013 budget 
is €3.4 billion.  

CNRS�employs�some�34,000�staff,�including�
11,400�researchers�and�14,200�engineers�and�
technicians.�About�93%�of�its�1200�research�
units��are�joint�laboratories�with�universities��
and�industry.

�DERCI, an office dedicated to 
European and international 
collaborations.

CNRS�carries�out�research�activities�
throughout�the�world,�in�collaboration�
with�local�partners,�thus�pursuing�an�
active�international�policy.

The�European�Research�and�
International�Cooperation�Department�
(Direction�Europe�de�la�recherche�et�
coopération�internationale�(DERCI))�
coordinates�and�implements�CNRS�
policies�in�Europe�and�worldwide,��
and�maintains�direct�relations�with�its�
institutional�partners�abroad.

To�carry�out�its�mission,�the�DERCI�
relies�on�a�network�of�11�representative�
offices�abroad,�as�well�as�on�science�and�
technology�offices�in�French�embassies�
around�the�world.

contact InformatIon: 
> derci@cnrs-dir.fr

websIte: 
> www.cnrs.fr/derci
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aCRoSS thE woRlD

     331�   International Programs for 
scientific cooperation (PIcs)

     127�   International associated 
laboratories (lIa)

    112�   International research 
networks (gDrI)

       30� �  International Joint Units 
(UmI)
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Building up 
Memories
BY  Isabelle tratNer

w�When memorizing long-term olfactive 
information, neurons develop new synapses, 
in other words, new interactions with neigh-
boring neurons. an increase in synaptic  
activity can be detected by fluorescent micros-
copy  imaging. In this case, the green   
fluorescent staining highlights a specific  
synaptic protein named synaptophysin.  
the green spots are therefore new synapses  
connected to the blue DaPI-labeled neurons.   

this image of the rat’s orbitofrontal cortex 
was obtained by bruno bontempi and his 
team at the IMN1 while exploring how the 
brain can form and store enduring olfactory 
memories.2 besides these changes in the 
architecture of cortical networks (structural  
plasticity), their findings demonstrated that 
an initial step of “early tagging of cortical  
neurons” by specific proteins is required to 
allow the progressive integration and long-
term stabilization of memories within these 
neurons a few weeks later.

01.  Institut des maladies neurodégénératives (CNrs / 
université bordeaux-II).

02. e. lesburguères et al., Science, 2011. 331:924-8.

CoNtaCt INforMatIoN: 
IMN, bordeaux. 
Bruno Bontempi
> bruno.bontempi@u-bordeaux2.fr
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